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DAVE DALCASON I Staff photographer 
Eastern 's Madrigal Singers, directed by Robert Hi l ls, performs at Eastern 
sident Stanley and Sandy Rives' Christmas party Thursday in the Library. 
arty rings in season 
'ttle elbow room was available at 
pi President Stanley Rives' 
· tmas party Thursday as 
nts, faculty and others crowded 
Booth Library to celebrate the 
ming holiday. 
'ves said he thought there were 
re people, especially students, at 
Christmas party than at last 
's first one. He described the 
'ety of :People as "sort of neat." 
e gave an upbeat welcoming 
h to the crowd, addressing the 
ntly-signed INF missile treaty as 
· 'ficant symbol of peace for the 
· tmas season. 
Rives also mentioned Eastern's 
- cut-off date for the admission of 
incopling freshmen as the "earliest 
we have ever done," referring to the 
school's success in attracting the 
numbers. Set.!ior library employee Colette 
Bluege said the library staff spent 
"at least three days" decorating the 
library for the party, and another 
· two days planning for it. 
Bluege said word of last year's 
party "didn't get around as much" as 
this year's and added that this one 
"went more smoothly."  
Senior Bill Salentine did not at­
tend the last party, but said he 
decided to go when some friends 
planned to attend it. 
Bus to transpOrt 
students to bars 
By JEAN WRIGHT 
Staff editor 
The weather and the idea of a shuttle 
bus may have something in common. 
Only this time, someone has stopped 
talking and is actually doing something. 
about the shuttle bus. 
Eastern students Craig and Scott 
Perry have organized the Uptown -
Shuttle, a bus to take students to and 
from the uptown bars. 
Friday night will be the trial run for 
the bus which, for 50 cents each way, 
will take students from Ninth Street 
and Taft A venue or in front of Taylor 
Hall to My Place, 727 Seventh St., or 
Mother's, 506 Monroe Ave. 
Scott Perry, who with his brother 
Craig, founded Wombats: a party 
organization which used to have 
weekend drink specials behind Friends 
& Co., said the bus will make its first 
pickup at 8:45 p.m. at the Ninth Street 
location. 
The bus, which is �ing chartered 
from R.W. Harmon & Sons Inc. in 
Charleston, will return students to 
campus starting at 12:45 a.m. 
Perry said he and his brother sur­
veyed the campus to find .out if there 
was enough interest to sponsor a 
shuttle. 
Although only about 30 of the 500 
surveys they had printed have been 
completed, Perry said the surveys they 
got back "said it would go." 
"I don't even like driving uptoWll," 
Perry said. "At least this way, I get a 
free ride uptown." 
But, if students don't opt to take the 
bus, Friday night's ride could prove to 
be expensive for the Perry brothers. 
However, Perry said if he and his 
brother break even the bus, they will 
offer the service again on Saturday. He 
also said they may eventually seek 
sponsorship from uptown bars. 
According to Scott Allen, con tract 
manager for R.W. Harmon & Sons Inc., 
the bus, which is fully insured to carry 
passengers, is being chartered at a rate 
of $25.50 per hour. 
''We're looking to lose money this 
week," Perry said. ''But, we're even-
'' 
We're looking to lose 
money this week, but· 
we're eventually going to 
make money on this. 
-Sco.tt Perry 
------
'' 
tually going to make money on this." 
Perry said he hoped students would 
be patient with them for the first bus 
outing. ''This is our trial period," he 
said. ''WeU sit down after Christmas 
and work out the problems."  
Allen said although the company has 
been in Champaign for quite a while, 
this is its first year in Charleston area. 
''We've taken quite a few charters to 
the R.K. Corral (in Arcola)," Allen said. 
However, this is the first time for the 
bus company to be driving Eastern 
students who will most likely be 
drinking. -
''We'd_p1efer themnot.t.o.d:i:il.lkon the 
bus," Allen said. "As long as they don't 
get too rowdy, it shouldn't be a 
problem." 
Perry said he thinks the bus trip will 
be a social event as well as tran­
sportation. 
"It's like, 'Where are you going? Ride 
this bus often?' This could be a fun 
thing," Perry said of the bus which will 
be taking about 50 people each trip. 
"We don't want them driving," Perry 
said. "We want them on our bus." 
Although the Wombats no longer 
hold all-you-can-drink specials behind 
Friends & Co., specials will be offered 
at My Place. 
From 8:30 until 10 p.m., Perry said 
specials include 50-cent mixed drinks 
and $1.25 pitchers. 
''It was a sick looking room jat 
Friends & Co.)," Perry said. ''We don't 
want to associate that with the 
Wombats." 
Senio(s' day final.ly here-graduation Sunday 
MES BETZOLD 
edit Or 
ut 500 students will receive their 
reward Sunday when they go 
gh fall commencement exercises 
.m. Sunday at Lantz Gym. 
· 
s usually pretty full when we do it 
(at Lantz)," said-Charles Titus, 
r of the event. ''We anticipate a 
crowd." 
ts attending the event will be 
in the bleachers and graduates 
be seated on folding chairs on the 
oor, Titus said. 
pacity at Lantz Gym is 6,500. 
'' 
It's usually pretty full 
when we do it inside (at 
Lantz). We anticipate a 
large crowd. 
-Charles Titus 
Graduation Director 
------
'' 
Eastern President Stanley Rives will 
lpf ul advice for final exams 
See Verge 
confer degrees and award diplomas. 
Heading the list of speakers will be 
Robert Kindrick, Eastern provost and 
vice president for. academic affairs, 
who will deliv�r the "charge to the 
class." 
Also speaking will be: Thomas 
Layzell, chancellor of the Board of 
Governors of State Colleges and 
Universities; Student Body President 
Deb Camren; and Paul Hoffman, 
president of the Eastern Alumrii 
Association. 
· 
June Johnson, professor of voice and 
coordinator of Graduate Studies in 
Music, will be the faculty marshall, 
Titus said .. 
The University Band, under the 
direction of Thomas Brawner, will 
provide musical accompaniment for the 
ceremonies, Titus said. 
Seniors who have not yet received 
their caps and gowns may still pick 
them up Friday or Sunday. Caps and 
gowns will be available from 2 to 6 p.m. 
on Friday in the Effingham Room at 
the University Union. They will also be 
available from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at 
Lantz Fieldhouse on Sunday, Titus 
said. 
Gorbachev leaves for h..>me 
See page 6A� 
lA\ 
!Associated Press · - -
I · State/Nation/World 
Denbv exaggerates contra ties · 
SPRIN�FIELD-James Denby, the Illinois farmer 
whose plane was shot down in Nicaragua, exaggerated his 
link to the Contra rebels to impress his friends, two 
associates said in interviews published Thursday. 
Bruce Jones of Tampa, Fla., who fled Costa Rica in 1985 
after Life magazine indentified him as a CIA soldier, said 
Denby is the victim of a propaganda campaign by 
Nicaragua's Sandinista government. 
Denby, of Carlinville, Ill., was shot down Sunday as �e­
flew to his farm along the Nicaraguan border. The lefti�t 
government said he was involved in a Contra plot ti? kill 
Nicaragua's foreign minister and may be 9rought to trial. 
Jones told The State Journal-Register of Springfield 
that he managed Denby's Costa Rican farm when Denby 
was out df the country. Jones also claimed responsibility 
for the 1 ,000 Contra rebels on the property. 
He said he allowed the Contras to use the farm to move 
equipment from Costa Rica into Nicaragua. 
I don't like this either fire me and get someone else or 
just shut up."' Jo�es said. "And he sort of drummed his 
feet and said, 'I'll shut up �bout it, but I don't like it."' 
Salmonella outbreak assessed 
CHICAGO-; The nation's largest salmonella outbreak 
was triggered by an unusually resistant strain of bacteria 
and infected more than 168,000 people, 10 times the 
number of confirmed cases, according to federal and state 
researchers. 
In such or.tbreaks, "only about one percent of cases get 
reported," said Russel J. Martin, one of the researchers 
and chief of the infectious disease division of the state 
Public Health Department. 
The estimate of much greater impact is based on 
telephone suryeys conducted during the outbreak, he said. 
The data was only recently compiled. . 
There were 16,000 confirmed cases of salmonella 
poisoning in the outbreak that struck in Illinois, Indiana , 
Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota and Michigan. . 
A fivefold increase in risk was found for people who had 
taken antibiotics for unrelated illnesses before they were 
exposed to bacteria, which was resistant � the medicatio�, 
.,sirid reseatehers from the Centers for Disease Control m 
Atlanta and th�iillno1�-�partment of Public Health. 
-,...� _  ,_.F.riday, D��ember 1 1 ,  19�7 
- Former: airline worker connected 
·with California airP lane ·tragedy 
CAYUCOS, Calif. (AP)-A airsickness bag at the site where that "there is evidence to 
fired airline worker furious over Pacific Southwest Airlines Flight.· that David Burke was invol 
his dismissal boarded a jet 1771 crashed on Monday, Los the destruction of PSA · 
carrying a gun-and possibly Angeles FBI Special Agent In 1771." 
explosives-to kill his supervisor Charge Richard Bretzino said. . Burke worked 14 y 
and wrote him a death message A .44-Caliber Magnum pistol USAir, parent company of 
on an airsickness bag, the FBI found Wednesday at the crash but he was fired as a Los 
and court documents disclosed site was linked on Thursday to customer service agent on 
Thursday. Burke., 19 after he was filmed 
''Hi Ray, I think its sort of Officials also said additional hidden camera while 
ironical that we end up like this," evidence indicates an explosion stealing less than $100 
read the unsigned me8sage which as well as gunfire may have flight cocktail sales._ 
authorities say was written by destroyed the plane bound from In a visit to San Fran · 
David Burke to Raymond Los Angeles to _San Francisco. All an unspecified November 
Thomson. ''I ask for some 43 people on board were killed. Burke borrowed from a 
leniancy for my family, A multipart affidavit filed in and fellow USAir worker 
remember. Well, -I got none and Los Angeles Federal Court before Drabik a .44-caliber 
you'll get none." , and .after a search warrant was Smith and Wesson h�d Investigators found the obtamed for the Long Beach 12 rounds ammumtion. 
chilling message written on an, home of Burke, 35, concludes 
Soviet media paints rosy picture o 
three-day superpower summit 
MOSCOW (AP)-Soviet media 
painted a hopeful picture of 
superpower relations as the 
Washington- summit drew to a 
close Thursday, while those 
denied permission to emigrate 
said they feared they would be 
forgotten. 
Major dailies such as Pravda 
and Izvestia boldly predicted the 
disarmament accord signed at 
the sumit would be ratified by 
the U.S. Senate in view of what it 
said was widespread public 
support. 
Once ratified, the agreement 
signed Tuesday by President 
Reagan and Soviet Communist 
S. Gorbachev will rid both 
nations of medium-and shorter­
range nuclear missiles. 
."Judging from the first out­
cries, the majority of senators 
positively assess the document," 
Pravda said, referring to the 
treaty. 
GOrbachev and Reagan were 
able to focus their attention on 
prospects for a strategic arms · aecord that would cut both 
nations' stockpiles of long-range 
missiles by 50 percent, Pravda 
noted as a sign of en­
couragement. 
"glasnost," or greater o 
discussing the probleIDB 
Soviet society, acknow 
that people in both na · 
just the United Stata, 
outdated stereotypes of 
other. 
Moscow News co1rreE1pOQ 
Yepor Y ak.ovley wrote 
Washington that U.S. and 
specialists a month ago 
textbOoks. They cu·BC0'1rerei: 
said, that "Americari. 
have the Soviet Union 
1111 ____ _.�.�'-ili�ill·iil" ii' -- · 1111. ii.' li'•· ill' _. ....... , li- llllilii"._•P•¢y ... 
General Secretary Mikhail 
The Weekly Moscow News, 
which has been at the forefront 
of Gorbachev's camp� fc;>r 
.to them as if it were still 
Stalin's reign ... and in 
t.extbooks the United St.a 
discussed as if they wei.e 
hanging blacks there." 
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Wesf.elJ '.Foundation '.fi,nafs Stud� Hau 
...... �  across from Lavson Hall /#�� 
Free drinks and snacks. � 
Take a study brellk or co:a.ie to study. / 
8onw faculty �i'fil be a.'Ya.:ila.l:lle for lig:ht �� con·1lersati.on or to fil&SYler vY.:iur o uestions. l�"' /'''''''''''·"'' '''''''"''"'"'h'''''"'''"''"''":''''''� : -
� Dec.1 3-1 7, 6:00 - 1 O:OO pm � • -...-........... � 
�,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.# 
'.EveTyone is weCcorne - cotne on over! 
The Men of Sigma Tau Gamma 
would like to Thank the following 
organizations and establishments 
tor their aid in making our walk 
for Special. Olympics a succ·ess: 
Page One Tavern 
Shoe Bazaar 
�cNellis & Company, 
Inc·. 
· 
Taco Bell 
Christopher Daniel 
Stores Corp. 
Merle Norman 
Cosmetics Studio 
Family Pharmacy­
E.L. Krackers · 
Harrison's 
Schwinn Cyclery 
Fraternal Order of 
Police Lodge 88 
Boatmen's 
National Bank 
LaRoma's Pizza 
And Especially 
Panther. Distributor 
'"9'( -" ·Friday, December ·1 1 ,  1 987 .3A 
Rec center opt ions 
� I) 
.'l<UilllUlle. nting� 
position.· 
"I'm not privy to university 
space we had to alleviate the over- regul�tions . bec!use I d.�m't attend 
·crowding," he added. deans meetings, Dutler said. 
Some-s •. Qjscussed by, +1-,. . On other pa>ts of the cazµpus, -��  -- 'iil!.r�·�pt· -l"tM:i the � ·  c�iM ,, ::'.. , (l'f<•w.��'e �ou��raek :�tt 
" opening the ·Lantz Pool later at. night �.: ;ti'�urals ·field, -improvmg the 
and allowing lunchtime hours for hght�g m McAfee Gym . and con­
swimming and resurfacing the upper structmg ou�oor volley�all co1;1rts. . 
DAN AEIBLE I Photo editor 
es Switzer, assistant vice president of academic affairs, presents 
e Sharkey of ROTC with a $750 scholarship Thursday in the Library 
re hall. - : 
deck in Lantz 
· Beeman said the bOard will begm 
Beeman sald at the round table the drafting a formal le�ter to the ad­
upper decks constitute a full court, and ministr�tion proposin� their recom-
the area is proving dangerous because mendations. , . . . 
ot:. slippery condij;ions. Beeman noted H� add� how th� i admmistration 
injuries he has personally received responds will deU:rmme the course of 
while up on the deck. action. the board will !a�e: 
''The Lantz deck could be used a lot. If Until a response IS ;giyen, Beeman 
we can't resurface the decks, maybe said no �stimates. have been taken on 
they could be wet-mopped every day," the cost of �he pro1ects. OTC gives awards 
\from Charleston; Cadet Richard 
"ter •Jancek, a senior from Highland; 
e Eastern Illinois University '.cadet John �roctor, a sophomore 
Panther ·Battalion Falf .1987 ·: •1·from. Carmi, and Cadet Janice 
·Beeman said. Dutler said he told Beema� to send a 
David Dutler, director of recreational copy of the letter to both hunself and 
sports, said, "We already have been._ Carol Pyle, d�an of the �ollege of 
getting. it (the upper deck) dry mop- . health! p�ys1cal. _�P��� t�.Ol]: ... ang.�: ped." 
. .-�: -r - , , ;):�.c,reat��!l-... . fyi: c9}l�id,.e��on.. r. . _ , • • •• 
· Beeman said he has discussed the Dutler will meet with Pyle and 
ds Ceremony was'held at 3:15 Sharkey, a juniorfrom Ohio. suggestiq_ns with Dutler,, !U1 .J1l' -of fici��:- fW9Jl� .tj;i.� ... JP'.QP9Sfl.l§r "�, -..... � •:;;•; •7•:'. ·�� ' . . •. � 
. Thursday in the library lecture The three recipients to the · 
Distinguished Military Student 
irty-eight cadets received the award were Cadet William Hibner, a - RHA. sets up committees � 
' 
ois State ROTC Scholarship. �unior from Palatine, Cadet Michelle 
adet Angele Shaffer, a Long, a junior from Arlington 
homore and one of the recipients, Heights, and Cadet Reid Webber, a for its January programs 
after the ceremony, ''I am really senior from New Trier. 
d to be part of the ROTC ''I feel the greatest thing I have 
gram and. even more proud to be received from ROTC is confidence in 
owledged as a scholarship my ability to lead," Hibner said. 
ner." In his remarks during the 
adet Janice Sharkey, a junior, ceremony, President Stanley Rives 
ived the Armed Forces Com- discussed what he felt the qualities 
nications and Electronics of leadez:ship were. 
-
iation Scholarship Award, ''Leadership js not taking a poll 
$750. Sharkey carries a 4.0 and going along with it ... If Lincoln 
'A in Computer Management and had taken a poll on slavery, we 
eavily involved in ROTC and might still have that institution," 
pus activities. Rives said. 
am happy with winning the He said he believes a leader to be 
. d and I hope to improve the someone who "thinks and then acts," 
am in the future," Sharkey . "takes time to· think over goals," 
"takes care of himself or herself " and 
·"is not afraid to dream and then 
;dare. 
e four recipients to the Federal 
C Scholarship award , were 
et Lee Leathers, a sophomore 
By JEFF SMITH 
Staff writes 
The Residence Hall Association will 
be setting up ad-hoc committees in 
January for three of. its programs', 
newly-elected Vice President Glen 
Flanagan and Secretary Charyle Miller 
said at the meeting Thursday in the 
Taylor Hall dining room. 
The three RHA programs are Little 
People's Weekend, "Almost Anything 
Goes " and Rookie Runners, Miller said. 
Dates for the programs will be 
determined by the ad-hoc conup.ittees . 
Flanagan said, ''We'll be setting up 
ad-hoc committees the first one or two 
weeks of January." . · 
In other business,Tom · Faulkner, 
Cultural Awareness Week co-chair, 
announced the program's first 
organizational meeting will be held at 6 
p.m. Jan. 19 at an undetennined site. 
. Program Co-chair Lynette Woods 
said the event's budget has not been 
finalized, but will be completed over 
semester break. Woods added she and 
Faulkner discussed the event at 
Wednesday's Round Table and Student 
Senate meetings and received positive 
responses at both. · · 
President Jim Tremmel is supportive 
· of the event. ''I think it's a good thing. 
We'll have to stick with it," He said. 
RHA also elected former President 
·Bob Gruszka and Felicia Pettiford. to 
represent the organization as models in 
the Black Student Union Fashion 
Show. 
ology curriculum adds required biomolecules c,lass 
; l 
AA approves increase from 65 to 68 hours for _sci�1rce group 
FF MADSEN · 1 required for zoology majors, the committee's most recent progress. � ·' I ter 
· zoology major hours will be increased ,It is one of five committees appoin�d 
ew zoology �ourse, which will be ;cfro'm, 65 to68. · · by Robert Kindrick, vice president for 
for z<>olog�rmaj01'$ �focuses . � said zoology 3000 js very acedemic affairs, to study ui;i-
e ·study ofc) bio�, was f similaf to chemistry 3450, bUt will"� 'dergratiµtte education at Eastern. ed�l;>y � Coun'Cil' on '.f\eademic l p�nt basic m�l  concep�, ·!iie .�itley said that his committee Thurl!day. 4 · ' : <i : molecular organization, that will be · dIStributed a survey to freshman .. 
new course, ZQology.3000, �be 1 reviewaj and extended in advance · during the first weekS of the semester 
· beginning'' iii · � .-mg of ·, biolQgy coU:r&es. . . · I to find· out what attracted them to 
'and was implemen¥ t.o �fill 'the· ! � Pre.-eqajaites for the cowse 'will be 1 Eastern. 
t void - that·. · eXists ·.in our : Zoo'logy 1010 and Chemistry 3430, but . "We've found that many of -the � .with i�spe�_f �; �lecular , s�nts. � · · �� ·�,. ,._Y:� a· ··I reasons studenis come here are through · 
." .
. 
· . . . /. · :t_:' .. -. . ·; � k.nDW�:·dl � ·, · •� .. I personal contacts. Tbeyve heard abeut .. ''1", ,l ;�;# ,:th&�'-- ·�l ...... �. iil'j;net.i' :��:· · �stern thro1,1p·· o�• brothers. aru:i · ":·: r nt said he "felt· tfie COUl'8e ' · repaMring tor tb.e class. ,. · 
. . SlSters, parents and fnends," he sru.d. . 
. . . . . . .. not only;' fill .the gap "in the 1 In other business, Steve· Whitley, "Students are also attnlcted to the Chicago area lb. .. e told me that th�y 
t curriculum but will serve as an i chair of the committee on recruitment qize and at..tractiveness of the felt Eastern was the best-kept secret m 
tive elective.
' 
admission, orientation, and retention: I .iiversity/' he said, adding, "Some of the state of Illinois." 
use Zoology aooq .�,now � • P�l!�P P.. ,1.p, µiinqte report on. his my friends from the ;uie�litiufc'•"t\' ·�. �"'"'�'""·.:, ... >. 
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Driver program 
' 
fai-ls to aad·ress 
some problems 
. . 
Wa�birigton was a ·great man for ci 
Nov. 25 started as a perfectly 
normal day. Then suddenly, just 
after 11 a.m. the mayor of the 
city · of C h i cago, Harold 
Washington, suffered a fatal 
heart attack and Chicago was 
plunged into mourning. 
As an intern in the mayor's 
office I was going to work to help 
sign the thousands of Christmas 
cards mailed yearly. That never 
happened. ' Kimberly 
By the time I reached the B office, the mayor had been ennett 
rushed to the hospital. I stayed 
in the office and began waiting l ike mil l ions of people 
across the country. 
As the day progressed many of our .staff members 
rushed to the hospital to be near the mayor and many 
cal ls were made for others to come as quickly as 
possible. I encouraged my brother, an assistant to the 
office administrator, to go while I, along with several 
others, stayed behind, holding down the fort. 
About an hour before the official word was released 
some staff members returned and we learned what the 
rest of the city would be spared for another hour that 
the mayor was dead. 
At 2:12 p . m .  the staff was asked to gather in the 
mayor's press room, there Brenda Gaines, the deputy 
chief of staff gave the official word of his passing, 2:25 
p . m .  Al Miller (the late mayor's press secretary) told the 
rest of the world. 
• 
. The next five days were a tribute to the man who 
changed the face of Chicago politics forever. Behind 
the scene staffers worked tirelessly to organize the 
events . Memorials benefitting the man who broke 
machine politics and guided a great city through one of 
it's more turbulent . periods were planned and 
executed . The mayor demanded excellence and 
Washington had on Chicago and blacks-and m· 
in particular. I disagree with him on everything 
or implied. One of the mayor's many slogans 
fairness. That's right, one simple word. He used 
if you lived in the city of Chicago he Wa$ going 
you and "lay fairness" on you . What did he 
meant a city government that yvas for years c 
blacks, hispanics and asians opened up and e 
had a voice in government. It meant that some 
with black and white residents who had no 
voice suddenly had streets paved in years. It 
that all wards of the city would have regular tra 
up regardless of the alderman . He may have 
control but he was never vindictive. It meant 
advocate for the elderly and the homeless in the 
power. It also meant an ear for both big busin 
l ittle guys alike. As one grandfather told his gr 
you don't remember anything else, he put sv 
in your alley. Mayor Washington took a 
powerful, restless giant and channeled her e 
more effectively than anyone else could. He 
shooting star flashing through the night to d' 
leaving darkness, he was a super nova, and t 
source is gone, the light shall burn brightly as 
we live. _ 
The Daily Eastern News has a responsibiffty to 
as well as educate its readers, it has failed. To 
The Student Senate's effort to rectify drunk 
driving problems through the use of a newly 
instated designated driver . program fails to 
address several expected problems. 
. competenc....e from his staff. In life and in death they did 
him proud. 
'column in which the wrjter has no background 
subject and yet presumes to speak as an e 
representative is insensitive and callous. His 
knowledge goes only as far as knowing the 
some of the players in the game. His analysis 
effect of this event are shallow, un-informed 
people regard him as an opportunistic 
journalist attempting to make a name at the e 
others' grief. His further ridicule in his column 
only bears this point out. Steve Smith should 
home with me to Chatham, the bedrock of 
middle-class in Chicago and guage the effect of 
Washington there. He cannot speak for black 
he has never spoken to black people. There 18 
sadness in Chicago and it will lir:ager a long time. The senate has chosen to accept volunteer 
drivers for the progr.am, which is set to begin 
the third or fourth· week in January. Senate· 
- di d · 1 Speaker Denise Wasetis E to a . said some Of the bars 
have already decided to · 
sponsor the program by offering free sodas to 
the volunfeef. 
... · 
The designated driver program was chosen 
over a shuttle, bus idea which was first 
proposed by the senate. One of the reasons 
the original shuttle bus idea was scraped was 
insurance. 
Assuming that the new program ensures 
each· and every volunteer has insurance that 
covers all passengers under all conditions, 
which is ·an unrealistic assumption, there are 
still major issues that need to be addressed. 
The senate has decided what the volun­
teers will drjnk for the evening, where they 
will be able .. !o� get t�at:- �Ji�� free,. and ha,ye . 
even w,betbEtr;;µt)ey. ··�ul<;t:.,,w@ar.: .a sticl<er.; _, 
butt©fl.at-;cai"l!Y>a oup lfa tteidehUfied. , 
Wt'laf'·lhEt;�0'riate h'B.sn·t�really ·addressed·IS 
how these volunteers are-to' be chosen, how 
no drinking · will be enforced and what hap­
pens if someone else gets a hold of the 
identification item. 
These are all legitimate concerns that must 
be taken care of before the program is in­
tegrated into Eastern's system. What would 
happen if a volunteer decides a few drinks 
won't hurt? 
You ulitimately end up with a car load of 
intoxicated students under the care and 
protection of an intoxicated driver. This type 
of situation proposes an even , more 
dangerous problem than the one in existence. 
Also, it brings up another issue of safety. 
What happens if the designated driver gets in 
a wreck with a lot of intoxicated students in 
the car? Is this student volunteer held 
responsible for ·the lives of the passengers? ' 
The designated driver program is _a good 
attempt at solving a very serious problem in a 
university community. However, it is not a 
plan which can be put into action without 
assurance of its successful. 
If it is implemented before all areas of its 
planning have been addressed, the senate 
could find themselves in more of a dilemma 
than when it started. 
This has not been an easy period in my life. The 
mayor is the closest and most influential person in my 
life to die. I never expected compassion from The Daily 
Eastern News, but I never expected outright hostility 
either. Steve Smith is not from· Chicago yet he 
presumes to make judgments of the effect Harold 
Goodbye sir .  I'm going to miss you so much, 
will be pleased to know I'm graduating this month, 
you . Rest in peace. 
-Kimberly Bennett is a senior speech-comm 
major. 
.... . .... -,.......,-·._ -� . '--.- - -·--· 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by Jeff Smith and p were taken by Jeff Eul. . 
Woulq you volunteer as a desig11ated driver? 
Brynn Hamel 
Senior 
Business Education 
Yes . If the university had 
the program set up I 
would. It would avoid a lot 
of DUls.  
Eric Liesemer 
Freshma n 
Business Fina nce 
Sure. You don.'t want 
accidents (to happen) .. 
Accidents would ruin the 
whole thing. 
Becky Bohlen 
Sophomore 
Computer Ma 
Jea nne Twarog 
Sophomore 
Environmental 
Yes, if it was a 
would. I do it for 
friends. 
sing contracts f ai I 
form students 
the recent hoi1aay, I came to a 
ion . When I signed my housing 
t, nowhere did it state that we 
oing to be forced to leave 
the semester.  What about the 
who come from out of state 
· n countries? That's a long way 
I for only five days . 
, it was never stated that people 
be allowed to enter my room 
t the consent of me or my 
te. When I received my 
t, shouldn't I have been told 
would be ejected for -a time, and 
lose my right to privacy? 
BiU Ridgway 
ege women, men 
not gi r ls and boys 
ference to the page one photo 
in Wednesday's paper, which 
"By the look on these women's 
. . . these girls are waiting . . . " 
which is it? Not only was this an 
istency , when,  in a newspaper 
licy to refer to persons of 1 8 
and older as "girls" and "boys?" 
are adults ,  not children; treat 
females with the respect they 
e. Female students at Eastern 
operly addressed as women. 
, of course, college males are 
to be referred to as "boys". 
Lisa Dempsey 
Elaine Fine 
· Anthony Engel 
tern's pol ice give 
dent new outlook 
e the beginning of  this year and 
last year when I was a freshman , 
s cops have always been looked 
the bad guy and jokingly as the 
guy.  Even more emphasis has 
put on them this year with the 
edition of Campus Cop in our 
paper, which I find quite funny! 
I have laughed to myself at 
things and shrugged them off 
·ng to myself these guys are JUSt 
harassed. 
was until this past Wednesday I 
faced with an incident that 
ed my whole outlook. I was 
·ng towards the library on the 
way between the tennis courts of 
r. Hall and the sidewalk on the 
side of the library itself. As I 
d up I saw a campus cop driving 
rds me. He stops his car,  opens 
door and says, "Use the sidewalk. "  
only drove by at 9 a. m .  he would 
the thousands of students using 
same driveway. I find this a bit 
ridiculous! 
Brian Cripe 
Senator obl igated to 
ft:1 lfi l l  responsibi l ify 
Editor: 
Student Senate 1s an important 
organization here at Eastern . The 
senate provides a voice for the 
students and is an official pplicy 
making body . . But, if student 
representation through selected senate 
members is abused, the entire purpose 
of student senate is defeated. 
Lori Buscaglia is the Student Senate 
representative that has been assigned 
to attend the weekly East Hall Council 
meetings and to represent us at 
senate meetings. Ms. Buscaglia has · 
only attended two of the 1 3 we have 
conducted so· far this semester. In our 
opinion,  the representation she has 
provided East Hall is clearly un­
satisfactory . 
What is even more upsetting is . the 
fact that Ms. Buscaglia garnered the 
second highest voter support during 
th�e recent Student Senate elections on 
Nov. 11. 
We are aware 9f the fact that Ms. 
Buscaglia is involved in other extra­
curricular activities, but we feel that if 
she is elected by the student body to 
represent them, she is obligated to . 
fulfil l that responsibility . 
J 
Wynn Burke 
East Hall Prnldent 
Biii Ayyad 
Secretary-TrNsurer 
Jim Whalen 
East Hall AHA Rep. 
Cooperation would 
help  food service 
Editor: 
We are writing this letter in response 
to the letter written by Mary Helen 
Klaas and Melissa U nderwood in the 
Dec. 2 issue of The Daily Eastern 
News. 
We are also food service workers 
who work in the Thomas/ Andrews food 
service. All of us have been employed 
for at least 3-4 years, and agree 
whole-heartedly with what they wrote: 
It is very difficult to always be 
friendly , especially when we have to 
deal with occasional bad attitudes and 
rude people. We try to satisfy 
everyone by working fast and ef­
ficiently, and yet we still get com­
plaints . Our JOb not only entails 
satisfying residents, but our super­
visors as well .  Sometimes it seems we 
just can't win in either instance. 
As far as smiling and being polite 
constantly, it is hard to do when , as 
Klaas and U nderwood put it, "We are 
ridiculed and harassed for things 
beyond our control. "  
We understood that when we took 
'N 
tbis job, all of these responsibilities 
would come with it, but, it would be a 
lot easier and much more pleasant for '. 
all of us 1f everyone would just 
cooperate. 
Erica Schoedel 
Lisa Clark 
Mary Jo Skuble 
.. Fans getting . involved 
keeps game more fun 
Editor: . 
This letter is in response to Coach 
Samuels' Christmas list, which included 
a " .  . . boisterous crowd something 
like Duke's home crowd that hoops 
and hollers at every game . . . " 
We would like to congratulate Coach 
Samuels on the win overhWisconsin . 
we· would· also like to recognize the 
great support our fans gave the team .  
Our only question is why do we have 
to wait for a Big Ten team to come to 
play at Lantz to turn or home floor into 
a real home team advantage? We 
challenge the student body and all 
local basketball fans to turn every 
home game into an Eastern advantage 
and be the "sixth man" that makes the 
diff�rence. We find that ·a game is 
more fun to watch when one is in­
volved in it by yelling and cheering. 
This in turn gets the players fired up, 
which enables them to play up to their 
potential . This was displayed Thursday 
night when our players took it to the 
bigger Badger team, which comes 
from the toughest conference in the 
nation.  ·So let's be heard at  the next home 
game and show them what a dif- · 
ference the crowd can make. 
Daryl Wlela ncl 
· · Daryle Keith 
Joh n  Rebello 
Student Athletic Committee 
Skitzo cartoon was 
insensitive, im matu re 
Editor: 
After reading the comics section of 
the Dec. 4 edition of The Daily Eastern 
News, I realized that the Eastern News 
had reached an all time high in lows. 
I am referring specifically to the 
cartoon entitled Skitzo. I have never 
seen a more tasteless cartoon in my 
life. How can a paper at an institution 
of higher education be so insensitive 
to the suffering of others? 
There is nothing humorous about 
Alzheimer's Qisease. It is not only 
terrible in the way it affects the victim, 
but obviously you are very unaware of 
the suffering the family goes through 
as well . 
My father has had Alzhiemer's for 
the past two years, and I have had to 
watch what was once a strong, in­
dependent individual waste away 
slowly. First his memory went and then 
Letters  a nd c o l u m n s 
r e p re s e n t  't h e  v i e w s  
o f  t he a u t h o rs 
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his personality went leaving only a 
shell of the man I loye and respect. 
So it is itiy suggestion- that if the · �-�. � 
�uthor of Skltzo is only capable of 
>uch insensitive �nd immature attempts 
at humour that he quit wasting his time 
and do something else, as he will 
starve to death as a cartoonist. Fur­
thermore, ' Mr.  Editor, I suggest you 
pa" more attention to the type of 
material your paper is printing. I 
assume you didn't catch it in time, 
unless of course, you are equally 
insensitive as the author of Skitzo. 
Allen J. Bryant 
I nstructor's words 
taken out of .cg.n!o!��� 
· · -· � -. .... • - - -
... 
_ �ditoy . _ ,.,, ...,. . .  ,.,, . ,._.. . , � ,  ... - ,  , ,.., t  .... 
In regar(j to the Dec. 9 report 
concerning Liza Foley's situation, may 
I point out that several of my remarks 
were taken out of context. The result 
was an, injustice to Ms. Foley and a 
distortion of the facts: 
When I took your reporter's call ,  I 
made it clear I was not interested in 
kicking Ms. Foley , or anyone else, 
while they were down. Instead, the 
, article states I was not interested in 
kicking her "too hard . "  The fact is, I 
did not want to kick her at all. She has 
enough ch&llenges in h�r life right 
now: 
Although Liza was my advisee, sh� 
was. not one of my students. 
Therefore, when I was quoted as 
saying "she didn't make an. impact, " I 
meant an impact on me in the teacherr 
� student context. ObvioUsly, stie had an 
impact on her fellow students and 
faculty members who had her in class. 
Of course the speech­
communication department probably 
would have "patted her on the back · 
and applauded , "  had we known of her 
success (prior·to the records 
falsification disclosure). But then so 
was Fortune magazine and a host of 
others when she was riding the crest 
of popularity. . 
It is true that we teach skills in 
persuasion and other speech­
communications classes. But-we also 
stress ethics. It was in that context 
(skills plus ethics) that I made my 
remark concerning ner persuasive 
abiRties. I e�pressed a wish that a 
balanced blend of both had been more 
strongly inculcated. 
In short, I feel many of my com­
ments were presented with a biased · 
slant. We do not yet know all of the 
Liza Foley story . I would hope future 
articles about her will be presented in 
a more objective way. 
Catvln N. Smith 
-peech-Communlcatlon 
�A/ \�  Friday, December 1 1 ; 1 987 · 
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Show wins invitation to festival 
Players' theater production \ 
of "Philadelphia, Here I Come" , 
won an invitation to the 
American College Theater · 
Festival regional competition · 
Jan. 13-19 in Madison, Wis. 
"It's about an Irishman (Gar 
O 'Donnel )  leaving his  
homeland to go to America, 
and he's leaving his family and . 
friends," said Heather Glad­
ney, who played O'Donnel's ex­
girlfriend in the play. 
She performed the role with 
another East.em Student, Anne 
Lloyd, who won the coin toss 
the play the part alone at the 
competition. · 
"It (East.em's production of 
the play) was nominated to go 
to the festival when the ad­
judicators came last Friday," 
Gladney said. 
"We are performing Friday . 
the 15th," she said. 
She said the Gar O'Donnel · 
has two roles played bv two 
people, Private Gar and Public 
Gar. 
Gladney said some Eastern 
students are performing in the 
individual acting competitions, 
three of which are from the 
"Philidelphia production. She . 
will perform in the individual 
competition herself 
The cast, ::rew o.lus l7 pe<>ple 
in the mdividµ.al aeting 
competition . will attend the 
festival, Gladney said. 
Summit finishes ; no agree�ent 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Pres- Reagan said there -was 
ident Reagan and Soviet leader "dramatic progress" on arms 
Mikhail S. Gorbachev con- control. Gorbachev said there 
eluded three days of talks was "some headway" toward an 
Thursday reporting progress agreement and pledged to work 
but no agreement to curb long- hard to have it ready for 
range strategic weapons and no signing in Moscow next spring. 
deal on the withdrawal of Both leaders put a positive 
S o v i e t  t r o o p s  . f r o m · spin on a summit that 
Afghanistan. .produced no breakthroughs but 
Gorbachev also attacked the 
president's stand on nuclear 
testing and chemical weapons 
and took a hardline on would- · 
be Jewish emigrants. 
But the two sides committed 
themselves to another summit, 
sometime in the first half of 
next year, in Moscow, and 
pronounced this one a success. 
· '-
I . 
A .R DICK PRODUCTS CO. 
invites you to a special showing of the 
Newest Office Products from 
� --- - - - ' 
CANON, 3M, IBM, A.B. DICK 
Wednesday, December 16th · & Thursday, December 1 7th 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. 
University Union 
Arcola/ Tuscola Rooms 
FEA TURING 
Canon Copiers "the most popular copiers in America " 
Canon Facsimile, the leader in plain paper technology & laser fax 
All new IIJM · Personal Typing System, . a  word procesor & typewriter in o n e  
3M Meeting Graphics-new line of overhead projectors 
New Canon modular electronic typewriters 
Lettering Systems from Kroy & Lette r o n  
. . . 
This show is restricted to E.I.U. personnel. The General Public is not invited 
so we can devote our attention to the profesional requirements of the University. 
Champaign 
Pregnant? 
Someone cares 
F'ree pregnancy tests 
counseling 
referral/support · 
Services 
CONFIDENTIAL 
345-5000 @ 
You're not alone 
A.B. Dick Products Co. 35 1 -8 1 50 
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"If• good/or matt than just swatting/lies! 
�Coach ��Edcj.y's 
Panther Sport Shoppe 
This areas Largest 
selection · of 
Sweats 
Inc. Infants 
& Youth 
Fri-Sunday 
everything is on 
Sale 
We Can Print 
Up Eastern 
Hats 
Shirts 
Jackets 
_______ .....,. Sweats 
20% off 
EASTERN 
for Christmas Larg 
selection of EIU L · 
in the area Pre-Printed 
Sweats 
Shirts 
Nylon Jackets · 
Nylon Pants 
$1 495.$2 
Coca Cola'�� 
Youth 1 9  Sweat Shirts 
EASTE RN - . 95 S-M-�-Xlg (Red 
I l l i nois �--� 
Jackets l/ W\� Tiger Shoe S VHP's 5795_$4Q95 
Great Gift Ideas for 
Brother, Sister, Nephews, 
Sons, Daughters, Nieces 
Outrage 3995.$2995 
(wrestl ing shoes) 
.--W-h-ile_T_he_y_L-as-t---• Superflex 
$5295_$3 
Russell � 
Heavyweights-f) $2595 Tanning Specl 
Champion-Reverse 
Weave Available Also 
�s30 
1 2 Vis' 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 rou�n 
· 
!20% off Ust · :h':e ��� 
: w/coupon 1� -
I coupon  
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The on ly Store that Does 
I ts own si lk Sqreening 
(all the Latest Equipment) 
Dorms Frats 
Sororities Organizations 
Fami l ies 
O P ' F I C A L  � 
A PA I R  AN D A SPARE 
· 1N  CHARLESTON 
904 East Lincoln 
Between 9th and 10th 
Campustown 
34.5-_51 oo: 
I TWO PAIRS of GLASSES I I CONTACTS and GLASSES I 
TWO PAIRS of s ingle-vision 
glosses with cleor lenses in the 
n"'mol power range, frames from 
a large. loshionable selection and 
a professional eye exam. ' 
$ 1 1 9  
WITH EXAM 
COMPLETE , 
Our standard -doily-wear soh 
CONTACTS and a backup pair of 
slngle·vision GLASSES wilh clear 
hmses in the normal power rangt, 
frames from o lorgt, loshianoblt 
selection and a professional tyt 
exam: 
SAME DA v ·s�RVlf;E 
, ( in most cases for single-vision CR-3� . b!fqq�!�_ somewhat longer) . 
Other in Office Spec;laiS- ·forE. l. U. Students 
· Friday, December 1 t ;  1 987 I 1 7A 
oncert to 
held 
unday 
e Coles County Barbershoppers 
present a Christmas concert free to 
public at 4 p.m. Sunday at Wesley 
Methodist Church, 22.06 s·. 
St. 
e one hour program is· e.xj>ect.ed "to 
real treat," said Thomas . Woodall, 
of the organizers of the group and ' · 
r of the cardiac rehabilitation · 
at Eastern. 
chorus got the riame "Bar­
oppers" from activities that ·took 
in the late 1800s said Michael 
er, director of Peacemeal, the . · 
· r nutrient program at Eastern and 
p member. , Gift buying ck in the old days the place to 
ut in a small town was the · 
op. In those days -the men 
d get together and sing. This is not 
primary reason for us selecting this 
but it played a �ig role in �e· 
·on making," Strader said. . . 
Kari Wilson , right, gives a hand to Mary Lefler at the first 
annual Christmas art sale sponsored by the Art department.. 
The safe is being held in- the Tarble Arts Center and will run · 
through Saturday. 
Art departmentto host craft sale 
Ooclall · said the program will Hft�ftt.s d 25 ch . By KIM MIKUS qwµ ..., an ·a -man orus. · · Actlvitles editor oodall said of the 10 Eastern 
ty members · involved, "none of For a personal touch in a Christmas 
are from the music department." · · ·  ' gift, the Tarble Arts Center offers an 
said that does not surprise him atall : alternative to department store 
that he hopes Eastern student.a will ' shopping. 
out and hear the chorus sing. · : Hand-crafted gift.a by Eastern 
ery year the Barbershoppers put . (faculty and students will be on sale at 
some type of program free to .  the . �Tarble from 10 a.m to 6 p.m. on 
·c," Woodall said. .., - tfriday and Saturday. 
Woodall i.S _. · encouraging anyone . ' "The sale,  sponsored by the Art 
�LW·LU,g to attend to bring a food ; 1 Department, is very good," fiaid Ernie 
tion. The donations will be given · �tw�z1'.h from. the Art Depart­
the -Charleston Food Pantry, First 
ment. 
He said some of the · gifts for sale 
include an oak/stained/glas8 lamp, 
doll crib basket,. quilts and hand 
painted ornaments. · 
The price range for . the . .  gifts is 
between $5 and $100 dollars, 
Whitworth said. · · -
"There is a good variety" of 
beautiful hand/crafted gifts , 
Whitworth said. 
Other items include small heart 
pillows, landscape p� j�vi!_ery �� 
. pottery. 
• . H'1 said 33 percent of the profit.a 
will go to the Make Room for Art 
project, a project designed to raise 
money for a new art studio. 
: In the past, there has been good 
· participation from the faculty and 
staff. Whitworth said he hopes for 
· higher more students to attend this 
· year. 
"I · suspect a good turnout on 
Saturday," he said. I . 
·• 
· tian Church, 411 Jackson Ave. 
"If people could bring some can goodS 
just · a  few dollars it would really . 
e this Christmas a good one for 
e families of Charleston,'' Woodall 
Theater _ has ' A  Cou ntry_ ·· ·Christmas Carol ' 
By MICHELLE ZAWIN 
Staff writer 
.
anticipate a crowd of at least 100 The Charleston Area Storybook 
show up this Sunday ,'' said Ronald Theater will be doing an adaptation of 
thers, assisant dean for the college · .  Cha!les Dicken's,, "A Co,untry 
education and a chorus member. . .  Christmas Carol Saturday and "I lik · · - · - · h - . • .:..J I . SunrlAv e smgmg which is w y 1 J01Ilt:U, · . · , � Th "7" ·la . be. d. d b J S . you can say we all joined for' the .. · e P Y �s mg ll'ecte Y . am, 
e reason because we enjoy this style fac'":ty .assIStant to the theater .art.a. 
music ," he added. · and Junior �ott Saeg.esser and will be 
The chorus carries with it five . performe� m the mam theater of the 
dents, something Terry Perkins, an · Dou<!na F�e Arts Ce�ter. 
sodate speech/communications _ Sa� said the musi� comedy take� 
fessor said he would like to see place m a  West Texas sody-pop saloon 
ge m the 1880s. · · Sain said the Storybook Theater 
usually adapts children's stories for 
performance , but decided to do an 
adaptation of· "A Country Christmas 
I Car�l" instead. He said a ·professional : tourmg company 1,1Sll811Y comes to 
I Eastern to perform ''A Christmas· 
: Carol."  However., . ,.this _yeai:. · the 
! Storybook Theater deCided to put on it.a 
own production. 
He said the play has a lot of appeal 
for children, but should be enjoyed by 
everyone. 
The cast includes: Robert Barford as 
· ."G.R. Scrooge," Billie Brant as "Sadi 
Sasparilla," Brian Shultz as "Digger," 
. Denise K. Cougill as "Sister Sybil ," 
Elizabeth Welsh as ''Belle," Scott 
Saegesser as the Sheriff, Kurt 
· Hurelbrink as "Bob Cratchit", Eileen 
,Sullivan as ''Mrs. Cratchit" and Ian 
.Davis as "Tiny Tim." 
Other cast members include: Mary 
'.Barford, Leif Erickson, Wendy Kerz, 
,Kerri · DeFranza, Shawn Gough, 
!Br_andon Conover, Dave Worthy, Robby 
: Robinson and Gaye Harrison. 
Performances are scheduled at 2 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. Saturday and 7 p.m. 
· Sunday. Tickets are $4 for adults and 
· $2 for children, 'and are available at the 
· ticket office in the fme arts center. 
From stocking-stuffer 
to main event! 
PAGE ONE TAVERN 
4 O'Clock Club Friday in Library 
4:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.  
Greek Unity Party-host Delta Tau Delta 
.Bob Beyer. 
· . _ Thanks for being a great _ 
Take Advantage 
of our 
Exam Week Sale* 
Dec. 14- 19th 
· TH E LINCOLN BOOK SHOP · 
Sixth & Buchanan . 
"One Block North of Old Mai!1".' 
VVhere [Ed Are 
the 
· 
in. 
Books . Cha(leS�Ol'l 
AND YES VIRGIN:IA. 
IT IS A PRE�SALE-: 
DATED 
(THANK YOU DEAR FRIENDS) 
SALES-SLlP SALE!·· · 
"Where the bOoks are" . 
Moil-Fri� 1 0-5 Sat. - lo--4 
*No .WorkbOOks. No Layaway, No 
· ' Jewelry incl� . · 
.-
· Friday Night-TGIF Upstairs . Alpha Garn MAN 
FINALS WEEK PAR1Y Mon-Thurs. We'll miss you! Love , ·. lO:QO p .m . - 1 1 :00 p .m .  FREE Beer in U�rary . .  
· . Compliments of Miller & Page One Tavern · Alpha Garn s 
--
.w ;,; 
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Plann i ng for the break 
By JEFF EUL Grateful Dead perform four shows, and 
Staff writer get recordings of each." 
Bells are ringing and students are Senior finance major Sharon Etzkorn · 
singing, "Christmas break is almost said she will definitely be working over 
here."  the holidays. 
It's time for that often asked "111 be doing accounting work at 
elementary school question, also asked Mount Sinai Hospital . But when I'm 
at colleges and universities, around not at work, I'll be spending time with 
now. ''What are you doing for the my friends downtown in Chicago," she 
Christmas holiday?" said. 
"Most of my friends will be working While most students seemed excited 
or visiting with friends they haven't about Christmas break, junior sociology . 
seen for awhile," said Mary Margaret major Rich Pitlik said he wasn't en­
Miners, a sophmore Elementary thused about break. 
Education major. "It's going to be a pretty boring 
"I was planning to wotk at the photo holiday. I'll just be relaxing at home," 
lab I worked at this summer, but if I he said. 
don't, I want to go skiing in Min- Pitlik said, "I'm going to try and get a 
nesota," she said. _ job, but if I don't, I'm just going to 
Junior psychology major Bob · party wi·th my friends that are home 
Pantages said he will spend his for break." 
Christmas break on the West Coast. "I  All of the students said they were 
can't wait to get out to Oakland, even more excited that Christmas 
California," he said. break was extended this year. 
He added, "I'm going to see the 
Penalty fi led from protest 
By MICHELLE ZAWIN 
Staff writer 
Violations which were filed against 
the Old Hat party as a result of the 
Nov. 11  student government elections 
will not affect students who would run 
under that party name in the spring 
elections. 
A protest, filed by the Progressive 
party, accuses the Old Hat party of 
having a campaign banner posted to a 
living object. The banner was attached 
to the grass outside the Student Union 
during the election. 
Former Election Chair Lori Lockman 
said unless a violation occurs a�ainst 
the Old Hat 'PliitY"''iii1�'imy ensuing 
eI.eR�Q�,1 ,the penalty · ..w-0uld . not be 
invoked. 
Lockman said the violation and 
penalty has been filed and noted by the 
Student Senate. 
· The violation only affects those 
people who ran under the Old Hat party 
name in the fall elections. 
Roger Thomson, student awareness 
committee chair, said students who 
ran· under the Old Hat party were 
elected for a one-year term and would 
not be up for re-election until next fall 
. unless they ran for an executive 
position. 
"I would be surprised if anyone 
running next semester (spring) would 
even use the name," he said. 
. Strumming 
. Chris Falaney, a sophomore music major, takes advantage of Thu 
above average temperatures to practice a guitar composition outside the 
Arts Building. 
��C6iDIPS 
'-
FRI D A  V and SATURDA YNIGHTS 
$ 1 .25 MILLER H LIIE PITCH ER 
and 50¢ MIXED DRINKS 
(from 8:30 p.m. to 1 0:00 p.m.) 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
727 Seventh Stree't 
Charleston 
346-5727 
AND 
Charleston 's Newest Nightclub is 
MY PLACE (1st Bar on 7th St.) 
DANCE FLOOR with Live D.J. 
USE THIS AD 
FOR-FREE RIDE ON THE 
�PTOWN SHUTTLE 
Storewide Liquidation 
up to 
. . � .  . . . . . . . 
. l 
Eastern N ews Friday, December t t, t 987 9A 
Junior music major Hans Bitzer brushes up on h:s marimba skills .as he 
tices a piece from Bach on the marimba Thursday afternoon i n  the Fine 
Building. 
Student poet contest 
offers $5 , 000 in  prizes 
By DAN BECKER poem should be no longer than 20 lines. 
Staff writer She said poems sent ill also be 
For stuaents wanting to considered · for publication in the 
something with their poetry after "American Poetry Anthology," a 
handing it in for a grade, the American collection of contemporary verse. 
Poetry Association is sponsoring a Manes said there are usually about 
poetry contest and is offering more 10,000 entries and noted a "significant 
than $5,000 in prizes. proportion" is student work. 
APA Reach Manager Jennifer Manes · The poems will be judged on sincerity 
said student$ should send in their work and originality, not just technical skill, 
because "great poetry is often written Manes said. 
when one is young." Entry is free and the deadline is Dec. 
She noted the contest judges will. 31 .  
che>Ose 141 winners and award the cash Entries should be sent to American 
and prizes. Poetry Association, Department Cn-36, 
People interested in the contest · 250 A Potrero St. ,  P.O. Box 1803, 
should send three poems with their Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803 
name and address on each page. Each 
Col lege Republ icans� vote 
5 n·ew members into office 
By RUSSELL STARE 
Government editor 
Eastern's College Republicans voted 
five members into executive office and 
adopted a new constitution for the 
organization with nearly 25 of the 30 
members present, President Tom 
Glasson said. 
Glasson, a junior, said he and 
freshman Pete Mills, Vice President of 
Operations; junior Tom Green, vice 
president of public relations; Treasurer 
John Stuckemeyer, senior ; and 
Secretary Melissa Saettler, sophomore; 
were elected to their offices during the 
regular meeting at 6:30 p.m. on .Pee, 3 
in Coleman Hall. 
Glasson said he had been serving as 
president before the elections and 
during the elections following the 
resignation of former President Roger 
Wooten. 
Other former officers include Ray 
Swallk, vice president of finance and 
former Secretary Julie Terlep. 
Glasson said the newly approved 
constitution added the offices of vice 
president of public relations and 
treasurer while deleting the office of 
vice president of finance. 
Glasson said the next meeting of the 
College Republicans is scheduled for 
Jan. 2f, the first full week of classe� 
att;e;r .the Christmas break. ti: H h.'0 <>.h 
"Coll'ege RHptibli'Gdis?ife �n·13P'in:Y0 
student who wishes to participate. 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
. . 
From- Clark Dist • .  Co. & 
Old · Style Campus Rep. 
' . . .  
Bob Curran 
Fr iday 's  · -· Classified 1 0A 
l!'.r Services Offered ; IB' Roommates 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME 
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 1 8th. 345- 1 1 50.  
9 a. m .  to 5 p . m. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
C O P Y - X  2 0 7  L i n c o l n , 
Charleston, I I .  ( 2 1 7)345-63 1 3. 
TYPESETIING . - RESUME 
SPECIALS. 
________ 1 2/1 1 
PROFESS IONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers , bii; 
selection , excellent service. 
PATION QUIK PRINT, 820 
Lincoln, next to Super-K. 345- · 6331 . 
________ 1 2/00 
"Need someone to do your 
typing at low rates?" Call Jean at 
· 345-6759 after 5:00.  
_______ cMWF/00 . IB'Help Wanted 
. Earn extra money. Sell Avon. · 
Call Pam at 359- 1 5 77 or Chery� 
at 235-2471 or Jan at 2 58-
8 1 1 5. 
-,,,..-,..---....,..---�oo 
Business minded person to 
operate a scholarship -matching 
service. $500.00 Liscensee fee 
. required. Write: CFS 1 03 7th 
Charleston, 11 6 1 920. 
________ 1 2/1 1 
Page One will hire three males 
and three females for spring 
semester. · Applications at main 
bar. 
________ 1 2/1 4 
H.H .  Hootr's Restaurant Now 
taking applications for counter & 
del ive ry Personnel Apply 
Panthers Lounge See Dave. 
Student teacher needs female l 
subleaser, spring semester. 
Rent negotiable! Call 348- 1 659. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Female Subleaser needed: 
Very nice, furnished apartment. 
Own roorn , low utilities, close to 
campus. Call 348-78'50. 
1 2/ 1 1 
Room mate needed : Male,  
private bedroom. RENT $ 1 25 & 
utilities. Call Damian at 345· 
9283. 
-------�1 2/ 1 1 
Female subleaser needed: 
Furnished 2nd St. apartment, 
own room . 345- 1 606. 
________1 2/ 1 1 
F E M A L E  R O O M M A T E  
NEEDED GREAT APARTMENT! 
$1 50 plus HALF UTILITIES. 
OWN LARGE ROOM. MARY 
345-586 2 .  
________ 1 2/1 1 
IB' For Rent 
1 , 2 ,  and 3 bedroom trailers for 
rent, nice, clean, quiet court, 
water and trash furnished. 
Deposit reqUired. Call 345-
4 1 56. 
•' ., 
_______ c 1 2/1 1 , 1 4  
URGENT ROOM FOR SUB· '. 
LET BRITT ANY RIDGE. CABLE, . 
P A R K I N G ,  W A S H - D R Y , • 
WALKING DISTANC.E FROM 
CAMPUS. PETS O.K. $ 1 2 5/mo. · 
BUT NEG. 345-6575. 
________1 2/ 1 4 
Female subleasers needed for · ·  
spring semester. Very nice . 
apartment close to campus . 
Fireplac e ,  balcon y ,  own 
bedroom. Call 345-2584. 
1 2/ 1 4 1 2/ 1 1 
HELP WANTED Doorman & ' 
Bartenders Panther's Lounge ; YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENT ' ' See Dave. · 1 a bedro0m of your own available 
________ 1 2/1 1 for spring semester call any time. 
345-2363. IB' Adoption 
Loving couple interested in 
adopting an infant. If you know 
an one who is considering 
· � .. 
please call collect 2 1 7 -839- · 
3260· c 1 2/1 1 
IB' Rides/Riders 
Ride needed to Dayton Ohio 
are·a for Chr istmas . (on 
1 2/1 8/87) Call Kerry, 58 1 ·  
2 593. 
________ 1 2/1 4 i 
________ 1 211 4 · 
ROOMMATE WANTED! LOW, 
LOW RENT; C LOSE TO 
CAMPUS; LOW UTILITIES! . 
CALL NOW- 345-9388. 
________1 2/ 1 4 
Large 1 bedroom, available 
Jan. 1 , $225,  quiet area. 345-
7387 aft�r 5 p.m. 
________ 1 211 4 :  
1 -2 non-smokers to share nice 
bsmt. apt. for 2. Patio entrance. 
Quiet  ne ighborhood near 1 
campus. Prefer serious, neat • 
upperclassmen. $ 1 60 ea. 
________1 2/1 4 .  
IB' For Rent . 
2 bedroom house close to 
town. Call 345-4 1 56 .  
_______ c 1 2/1 1 ,  1 4  
Female subl8asef needed, 
nice apartment, good location, 
· 345-2363.dAsk for Angela. . 1 2/ 1 1 
SPRING SU BLEAS E R :  1 
S I N G L E  U N IT MALE O R  
FEMALE . Privacy, recently 
remodeled. Call ·345-6000. Ask 
about Apt. 1 1 9A. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Subleaser needed for SP.ring 
semester-$ 1 60 · per month 
includes water, heat, electricity 
and own room.·345· 1 280. 1 2/ 1 4 
Furnished 3 bedioom house 
available for · 3:. · Phone 345· 
2 2 7 2 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
3-4 male or. female subleasers 
house Yt block from campus. 
Rent negotiable. C� 345-4306 . 
1 2/ 1 1 
2 bedroom house <>ne block 
from Krackers, partll!lly fur­
nished, has basement and 
par1<ing, 3 to 4 students 
required; semester lease, phone 
8 a.m. to 1 2  noon at 345·9486. . 
1 2/1 1  
S P R I N G  S U B LE A S E R  
NEEDED: FURNISHED, OWN 
BEDROOM, FREE H�T. LOW 
NEGOTIABLE RENT. · 345· 
3 1 08 .  
. . 
_________ 1 2/1 4 
Quiet 1 room furnl8hed , non­
smoking apartment near Morton 
Park, bath and kite�. $220 
month utilities included, cable 
capabilities. 345-4687 before 9 
PfTI. 
. 
. 1 2/1 1 
EFFICl�NCY . �r Male 
or Female. Rent includes heat & 
water 1 O min walk, to C:anpus . 
348-538 1 . 
-------�1 211 1 
Subleaser needed. Spring 
Semester. Apartment close to 
campus. Rent r�l l Please 
call Julie 348-07 1 6. · 
-----�---'-· 1 2/1 4 
Two bedroom · apartment; 
$ 1 2 5  each, 7 5 1  6th St. , all 
utilities paid, except electricity, 
345-6883. ' 
__________ 1 2/ 1 1 
SUBLEASER NEEDED: 1 
bedroom Apt, uptown yer'y nice: 
heat, water included; rent 
negotiable. ca11 · 348-5843 or 
leave message at 345-1 326. 
-------�1 211 1 
Official Notices 
ARMA 
SC:holenihlp 
The Association of Records 
Managers and Administrators · 
Scholarship applications are now 
available in the Financial Aid 
� Office: Eligibility r8Quirements 
for this scholarship ar& 'as 
which the contested grades are 
recorded. The deadline for Fall 
Semester 1 987 grade change 
appeals is Wednesday, February 
1 0, 1 988. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
follows: must be a student at a RNppllcatlon 
A bill will be sent to your local 
address the fifth or sixth week of 
Spring Term, and the total 
balance will be due· in , · ap­
proximately by the due date may 
result in your . record being. 
designated "UNCLEAR" and 
may cause a late penalty. 
Installment billing is· availabfe 
for SPRING TERM ONLY .  
Michael D.  Taylot; Director 
Registration 
central Illinois post-secondary for Graduetlon 
educational institution before the Any student who has applied 
money is awarded, must pursue · for graduation for a future 
a career in an office occupation semester or summer . term and 
via ·a degree such as Office then finds that he/she will be 
· Administration, Business Ad- · graduating either a semester or 
m i n i s t r a t i o n , S e c r e t a r i a l , · summer term earlier or later 
Student Grade . 
. Reporta · 
At the close of each grading 
period, Student Grade Reports 
are mailed to the home ad- · 
dresses listed by the students -
'NOT the local addresses. Please 
be sure that you have requestecl 
a change of · address with 
Housing if there has l;>een a 
change in your h0me address to 
which grades will be l?laikid. 
James E. Martin 
· Records Management, or Data . MUST reapply for graduation in 
Processing, must maintain a B the Records Office. There is no 
average in business courses and additional charge for reapplying. 
a C average overall. More in- Reapplication must . be ac. 
· formation can be obtained in the complished no later than the 
Financial Aid Office, U pper East published deadline of the new 
W i n g ,  , S t u d e n t  Services.  semester o r  summer term when 
Deadline for applying is January_ he/she plans to graduate. For 
20, 1 988 . Spring Semester 1 988, the 
John Flynn, Director deadline is Friday, January 2 2 ,  
. Financial Aid 1 988. Registrar 
Appllcatlon 
for Gradu•tlOl'I 
Application · and reapplication 
for graduation for Spring 
. Semester 1 988 must be ac­
complished no later- than the 
. deadHne of 4:30 p.m� on Friday, . 
January 2 2 ,  1 988. The ap­
plicatipn forms are evailable in 
. the Records Office. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
· Grede Chllnve · 
Appeela 
Appeals to change assigned 
grades must be initiated by the 
student& ttirougn the 8')Proprlate 
. i;istructors wittiln four weeks 
after the .start of the gradln{i 
period following. the- one fo1 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Uncl•r ReC:ords · 
The academic records for 
Spring lnatellment students who have outstanding 
Bllllng obligations· with such depart· 
A t S p r i n g  G r a d u a t e  ments as Athletic Department, 
Registration (Jan. 9) or Central . Textbook Rental Service, Booth 
Registration (Jan, 1 1 ,  1 2) ,  you . L i b r a ry ;  F i n an c ial  A i d s ,  
may pay your Spring tuition and Chemistry �t. Security, 
fees using installment biling, Housing, . etc. , will be ·niarked 
which consists of ONLY · TWO . unclear. Each- · student should 
INSTALLMENTS: the initial in· check with all deper1ments to 
stallment of $350.00, and the clear all obligations . prior to 
second (final) installment of the semester at. summer t.,,m breaks 
total balance due. The . initial and/or leaving the University .·  
installment is exactly · $35o.OO, . permanently. 
and consists of $330 . 00 for Transcripts. ·  of the, academic 
tuition and fees, plus a $20. 00 . records . of any student with an 
non-refundable service Chl(Qe. unclear record wilf be withheld 
The initial installment of. and npt sent to anyone or ariy 
· $3.50.00. win · be .due, ,  ON 1\1E . pi&ce: If the obllgat19n is ex­
DAY YOUR REGISTER: Tell the tremely serioUs OI' prolonged, it 
cleric. at the fee station that you
. 
m&Y result In a complete hold on 
wish to use lns1allment.billnQ: ' a . student's .recofd; which in· 
December 1 1 , 1 987 
Report error• lmmedl8tely et 581·211 2. A correct 
eppeer In th• next edition. Uni ... notified, we 
r•ponalble for en Incorrect ed efter lta flrat I ads 
STU DENT APARTM E NT� 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE, 
TWO, OR FOUR PEOPLE. 
PRICE STARTING 'AS LOW AS 
$ 1 20 PER MONTH EACH. 
APARTMENT RENTALS · 820 
LINCOLN, 348-7 746. 
______ _____ oo 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day. 
348-7 746. 
__________ oo 
Rooms for women. 1 4 1 5  
Seventh , · 6th house from 
campus, 345-53 7 4 .  si 1 0  
monthly, utilities included. 
__________ oo 
2 Bedroom house. Non­
furnished. 1 1 th and Lincoln. 
345-6544 or 345-2231 . 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
2 Bedroom apartinent, need 1 
female roommate. 2 bedroom 
apartment,  need 1 male 
roommate. McArthur Manor. 
345-6544 or 345-2231 . 
________1 2/ 1 1 
2 bedroom apartments, 
McArthur Manor. 345-6544 or 
345-2231 .  
________ 1 2/1 1 
F E M A L E  S �B L E A S E R  
NEEDED! !  for Spring Semester. 
Call 348-5952. 
________ 1 2/1 1 
COLEMAN-SEITSINGER AP· 
ARTMENTS 1 6'1 1  9th St. 1 
block east of Old Main. Com­
pletely furnished. · Heat and 
garbage pick up furnished . Two 
g irls needed for spring 
semester. Garage for rent. Call 
345-7 1 36.  
1 2/ 1 1 
0..dllne 2 p.m. prftloua dey. 
IB' For Rent 
Huge house looking for 1 , 2 ,  
o r  3 female subleasers fully 
furnished. � block from campus. 
Rent negotiable. Call 345-9304. 
1 2/1 1 
Need a place to crash? Or just to 
hang your hat? Find one in The 
Daily Eastern News classifieds! 
.,-- -------h-00 
Own Room, New Apartment, 
Close to Campus,  Free 
Microwav e ,  -No Deposit . 
Females BARB 348-8393. 
_________1 2/ 1 1 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
FOR MAN. NEED MAN TO 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM 
FURNISHED APARTM ENT.  
345-4846. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
Available Jan. 1 st, one and 
two bedroom apartments ,  
starting as l ow  as $200 per 
month. Phone 348· 77 46. 
· 
-=--------1 2/00 
Female subleasers Spring 
semester private room 1 blk from 
campus. $8Q-plus utilities. Call 
Steve 312-94�· 1 425. 
________f2/1 1 
Male for spring semester. 
Private room 1 blk from campus. 
$8Q-per month & utllltles. 345· 
5769 or 3 1 2-991 -4339. 
""':"'.'-:-- -----· 1 2/1 1 
Male subleaser8 needed for 
spring semester. Newly fur­
nished apm1ment Cell 348· 
5973. 
-=:�-:-.,--=----,,-,�-=-1 2/1 1 F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
DESPERATELY NEEDED. OWN 
ROOM, RENT NEGOTIABLE. 
CALL 345-6727 or 348-51 4 1 . 
1 2/1 1 
IB'For Rent 
S u b l e a s e t  
b e d.r o o m· 
$ 2 2 5/month, heat, 
garbage included 
348-7503. 
Need 1 girl to share 
3 . other girls. 
location .  w/o NC, 1 
lease. $ 1 2 5  mo. call 
or 34.5-5525. 
L!U"ge 2 bedroom 
furnished .. Close to 
2-4 students. Call 34 
348-8853; ' 
rEfFor Sale 
Moving: Must 881 
set, t.v . . stereo wal  
table, two chairs. PH: 
after 5 p.m;· 
Campus clips 
Newmen Cethollc Commu nity Is going· 
Chrisbnas Carollng tonight at 7 :00 p.m. at he 
Newman Center (9t1'! and Lincoln) . Any voice Is 
welcome. 
· 
one business day before date to be 
date of event). Information should 
name of sponsoring organ!Zatlon, ( 
Greek letter abbrevlatlona), date, time 
Unity Gospel Choir Is having Fellowship today 
at 3 p.m. at the University Baptist Church. There 
will be choir rehearsal this tomorrow in FAM 01 3. 
There will also be a Fellowships service this 
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the University Baptist Church. 
Everyone Is Invited to join in both events. 
event, plus any oftlet pertin8nt · 
and phone number of submitter must 
Clips containing � or 
formation will not be run If submitter 
contacted. Clips will. be edited.tcir space 
Clips submitted after noon of deadlne 
be guaranteed Publication. No · cllpa wl 
by phone. Cllpa wlll be run one deJ Campus Clips are published daily, free of charge, 
as a public service to the campus. Clips should be 
submitted to The Dally Eastern News officeby nG 
event. 
Official Notices are paid for through th• Office 
of University Relations. Questions concerning 
notices should be directed to that office. · 
eluded :-Vithholding grade reports 
and precludes readmission, 
registration, or graduation .  
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Graduate 
Registration 
A N Y  C O N T I N U I N G  
GRADUATE STUDENT who did 
not pre-enroll and pay tuition and 
fees for Spring Semester 1 988 
may enroll on Saturday, January 
9. according to the following 
schedule by last digit of social 
security number: 
0· 1 9 : 00 a.m.  
2-3 9:30 a.m. 
4-5 1 0:00 a.m. 
6-7 1 0:30 a. m.  
8-9 1 1  :00 a.m.  
DOOR CLOSES AT 1 1  :45 P . M .  
Use the southeast entrance to 
McAfee and follow the signs to 
the North Gym. Present your l . D .  
card at the entrance to the North 
Gym to receive enrollment 
materials and instructions. 
Enrollment procedures IN 
CLUD,E PAYMENT OF SPRINC: 
. TUITION ANO FEES. 
Graduate students who canno 
enroll on January 9 may enroll or 
January 1 1  or 1 2  between 9:0C 
a. m.  and 2 : 00 p.m.  Enrollment 
procedures will begin at the 
southeast door of McAfee . 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
Student lnaurence 
Refund 
Students who can provide 
evidence of having health in­
surance equal OI' better than the 
EIU Student Sickness and . 
· Acci�t Insurance may request 
a "Petltloh for Insurance Refund" 
form from Student Health In· 
surance, Student Services, East 
Wing. January 2 7 ,  1 98& is the 
' I � t 
last date these petitions will be 
accE!pted for Spring Semester 
1 988. 
Joyce Cinq-Mars 
Insurance Specialist 
CorrMpondence 
CouraM 
Student who plan . to take any 
work by correspondence MUST 
have that course approved in the 
Records Office prior to enrolling 
for the course. Students should 
ask to. see Mr. Conley or Mr. 
Martin to discuss work by 
correspondence. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Student Grade 
Reports . 
At the close of each grading. 
period, Student Grade Reports 
are mailed to the home ad· 
dresses listed by the students - · 
NOT the local addres$es-. Pfeese 
be sure that you have requested 
a change of address with 
Housing if there has been a 
change in your home address to 
which grades will be m8iled. 
James E .  Martin 
· 
Registrar 
Centrel Regiahuon 
ANY CONTINUING STUDENT WHO DID NOT PRE 
PAY FOR SPRING 1 988 may enrOll on January ·1 1 or 12  
the following schedule by laat digit oho.clal security 
MONDAY, JANUARY 1 1  " 
. 
TUESDAY 
O ' 9 :00 a, m. · ' 
1 1 0: 00 a.m . .  
2 . 1 1  :00 a.ln. 
3 . 1 2 :0Cl noon · 
4 , 1 :00 p.m. · 
. DOOR CLOSES AT 2 :00 P.M . 
Use the southeast entrance ·to McAfee and folow Ill 
North Gym. At the entrance t� the North Gym,· present 
Enrollment materials ai:id. instruetlons will be provided •  
advising area. PAY WHEN YOI JENROLL. 
Micha.el o. TaylOI'. DlrectOI' 
Reoiatratlo!1 
Fr i day ' s  - : 
mber • • • t 987 ·Classlfled ads 
Report errors lmmedletely et 581·281 2. A correct eel wlll 
eppeer In the next edition. Uni•• notified, we cennot be 
responsible for en Incorrect 1d efter It• first Insertion. 
O..dllne 2 p.in. previous dey. 1 1 A  
--:�---:-:---:--1 2/1 1 skis, ski boot, ski 
backpack, sleeping 
I 348·8379 after 5 
"'="...,..,.-,,--�1 2/1 4 
T, V·6 , 4 speed , Red, 
/tape with sub-woofer, 
f, power windows, 
new in summer of 86 by 
. Absolute mint con-
11 1 ,250. 345-6850. 
�:------1 2/1 4 
fish tank and airpump, 
ition. Only 3 months 
15, 581 -2295. -
_____ 1 2/ 1 1 
. blue & white contact 
aoft lens. Please claim 
ly Eastern News. 
�--.,.----:-1 2/1 1 : eyeglasses in tan 
at the DEN. 
--:---::--�-1 2/1 1 
offered for any in· 
leeding to the recovery 
ng leather Jacket at 
1 217/87 .  581 -5628. 
1 2/ 1 4 mr,,-:,,-N:----,G'""R,..,.A-Y-LE�ATHER 
IN ROC'S FRIDAY. 
BACK THIEF l'M COLD, 
CHRISTMAS. 345· 
_______ 1 2/ 1 4 
unwanted items in The 
tern News Classifieds! 
_______ h-00 
IB'Lost/Found 
LOST-f'ed Alpha Ph i  key 
chain with one key - If found 
please return to Daily Eastern 
News. 
_______ 1 2/1 4 
FOUND: Contact Lenses, 
please identify . at the Daily 
Eastern News. 
_______ 1 2/1 4 
IB' Annou ncements 
SAY GOOD LUCK DURING 
EXAMS WITH OUR SURVIVAL 
MUG (HOT CHOCOLATE & 
COOKIES) AND BALLOON 
DELIVERED FOR $8.99.  UP UP 
& AWAY 1 503 7th St. 345· 
946 2 .  
______ .c 1 2/1 1 ,  1 4  
Andy, Thanks for 2 9  months of 
wonderful times. I 'm an awfully 
lucky girl. Love, Zindel. 
_______1 2/ 1 1 
The winner of the AMA BB 
GUESS was Tracy Fakles, with a 
guess of 3033. 
_______ 1 2/1 1  
USA LANCSAK: HAVE A 
GREAT BIRTHDAY . GOOD 
LUCK ON FINALS. LOVE YOUR 
SON. 
_______ 1 2/1 1 
2 PLUMS-Well its finally 
here. What we've been waiting 
for . . .  FORMAL! I know we're 
going to have a "great" time! I 
LOVE YOU ! Love your "SMASH 
KAP".  
_______ 1 2/ 1 1 
BORN , YOU 'RE DEAD.  
ZANNY, THANKS FOR NOTHIN, 
BUT I STILL LOVE YA! 
_______1 2/ 1 1 
LORA GARCIA - & KRISTEN 
HANDBURY : HAPPY BIR·  
THDAY-2 1 on the 1 2th! !  HAVE 
FUN THIS WEEKEND AND 
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS! Love, 
Lori . 
_______ 1 2/ 1 1 
MARCI : Thanks for the great 
time on walk-out. We're proud to 
have you as our W.O.M.  Love, 
The Smash Kaps. 
_______ 1 2/ 1 1 
_Regency 
Apts. _  
Let 
Regency 
· Customize a 
- solution to 
you r needs 
1 -2-3 -4  Pe rs o n  
S URGEON GENE RALS OFF\C. E 
THO S f  S IY'\O K f  �S JU S T  DON 'T 
1 5 -ff /'J .  W£ 'V£ t?RI N''f fD VIA((./'V'JN6S 
SAY I NG THAT C. I G A R E: Tr f  SMOtf 
O N'fA \ N S  C A r<. S O N  · M O N O X 1'.I> E ) 
c A � s �s € MPHYS \;/"H\ , L u /'/  G­
C �  N c � (Z. , H£' � �1' .D l S � AS E , t..Jt; 
v'EN Pl C Kf.P oN P'l< f GNAN'T 
IB' Announcements 
A C H RISTMAS- CHEER 
BALLOON BO·K DELIVERED 
$ 1 0 .99: UP UP & AWAY 
BALLOONERY 1 503 7th St. 
345-946 2 .  
______ c1 2/1 1 
Mary Feichtlnger-good luck 
during finals and try not to study 
too hard, your brother won't. 
Love, Jeff. 
_______ 1 2/ 1 1 
TO THE ASA HOUSEGIRLS: 
Especially Nuffer and Ann, If we 
-urvive flncals, the semester is 
over! Thanks for putting up with 
me this past semester and for 
making it the most memorable. 
I'm gonna miss you all very 
much. Have a safe and happy 
holiday. I love yoo all !  Marybeth. ' 1 2/1 1 
· Puzzle Answers 
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SPRING SEMESTER 
LEASES 
CENTURY 2 1  
. WOOD 
Jim Wood 345-4488 
IB'Announcements 
WRESTLERS: Good luck at 
you first home meet tonight! 
Show Wright State who has the 
BEST WRESTLERS! 
_______ 1 2/1 1 
MICK, Happy 20th! Yt>u're 
really blossoming this year. Love 
your Roomie. P.S. Stay away 
from THP's. · 
_______ 1 2/ 1 1 
Say 
Good Luck 
With a 
Survival Mug 
During Finals 
(del. for 8.99) 
p, Up & _ Awa 
Balloonery 
1 503 7 th  St. 
345-9462 
CA M PUS CO P 
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IB'Announcements 
Hester & Bueller: This is It! 
Thanks for always putting up 
with me and being such great 
friends! I'l l miss you !  Visit me, 
O. K.? The one & only. 
_______ 1 2/1 1 
HEY ASAs . . .  STUDY HARD 
AND GET GOOD GRADES! 
Love, MB. 
_______ 1 2/1 1 
6 1 5  
Monroe 
IB'Anno�ncements 
Den-I'm re� gonna miss 
you. Thanks for all the good 
times and friendship. Love ya, 
MB. 
_______ 1 2/1 1 
MIKE MURPHY: Good luck 
with final and have a great break! 
Merry Christmas! P.S. You're 
the best! 
_______ 1 2/ 1 1 
Call 
345-Deli 
:// "" ' I �  //, ;, .  ,, , , 1// 
Next To The Uptowner 
• Great Sandwiches 
•Delivered 1 2:00-2:00 p.m. 
5 :00-8 :00 p.m. 
• Coffee, Teas, Coffee Grinders 
Take a BREAK from Finals and 
order a great Deli Sandwich for 
delivery 
r - - - - - - - ��� - - - - - - - ,  
: Free Side Order of Salad : : i with any Sandwich f : � 
1 u Purchase = 1 
I Coupon Expires Feb. 1 ,  1 9881 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
iH£. 
'&)UJ>IN& §_ ON /2 
FIRE . .  
� � 
- �II �@-
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
//, V CR, H&'5 NOT r L Ye5, 5CAR@ OF 
THAT'S etcPHANi5, 
FAIR 70... 15 HB � 
I I __,.., I) 
·· Fr i day ' s  • t• d. d • f zA IDecemi,e; t t , t 9f:_lass1 le a s 
Report errors Immediately at 581 -281 2. A •rect • 
appear In the next edition. Unless notified, we ca 
responsible for an Incorrect ad after Its fir� 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
CB' Announcements CB' Announcements CB' Announcements 
Quick Cash-We Buy Gold WOMBATS FRIDAY AND 
Class Rings Sterling & Coins. SATURDAY NIGHT at MY 
' The Pawn Shop Downtown on PLAC E .  Take the UPTOWN 
Square. 348- 1 01 1 . SHUTILE 50¢ a ride 
________ 1 2  1 1  1 2/ 1 1 
Dorm Size refrigerators and Newly remodeled grant model 
microwaves still available for 1 low rate. Single/Double 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day $ 1 5 . 9 5 .  Weekly rate $70 plus 
348· 77 46. 
• 
tax. 45 & DeWitt in Mattoon. 
__________oo · 1 21 1 4 
SPRING BREAK 88 TRIPS Look for one sloshed 
AVAILABLE NOW! Your choice: ROXANNE BAHARLOU at the 
South Padre Island; North bars tonight. HAPPY 2 1 st 
P a d r e / M u  s t  a n  g I s l a n d : BIRTHDAY Roxanne. 
Galveston Is land Texas . 1 2  1 1  
Daytona Beach; Fort Walton Rie, You're the BEST friend 
B e a c h ; M i a m i B e a c h : and roomie anyone could ever 
Orlando/Disney World , Florida. want! Thapx! Luv ya, Care Bear. 
Hilton Head, South Carolina or 1 2/1 1  
skiing at Steamboat, Colorado. MILLER BEACH PARTY SAT. 
All the most wanted destinations DEC. 1 2 TOP OF ROC'S $4 ALL 
at discount prices. Call toll free YOU CAN DRINK CALL DAN AT 
for complete Sunchase Tours 345-34 1 o.  
Seventh Annual Spring Break , 1 2/1 1  
Bash color brochure and GREEK UNITY 4 :00 CLUB reservations today 1 ·800-32 1 · THIS FRIDAY AT PAGE ONE. 5 9 1 1 .  FOR EVERY KEG EMPTIED, A 
________ 1 2/1 1 FREE ONE GOES TO THE Roses, Roses i:<.oses Say I GREEK UNITY ACCOUNT. THIS Love you and Merry Christmas FRIDAY: PARTY WITH DELTA with a Dozen Roses Vased & 2 TA U  D E LTA . E VE R Y O N E B a l l o o n s- $ 1 8 . 9 5 .  F r e e  WELCOME.  D e l i v e r y . T h e 
---- -----· 1 2  1 1  Greenhouse/Lollipop Bouquet. PARTY WITH THE MILLEF 345· 1 057 Visa/M .C . GIRLS THIS SAT. ON THE TOF 
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l 2 �o� OF ROC'S. $4 ALL YOU CAN 
nouncements" Sat. nite at DRINK CALL DAN 3
45-34 � �i 1 1  Friends & Co. TGIF AND OLD STYLES FIRST 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 ANNUAL CHRISTMAS BASH Malis, Happy 2 1 st birthday!  l HIS FRIDAY ON TOP OF You're the best! Let's go and get ROCS. $3.00 ALL·U-CAN· 
wasted! Love ya, MaDon. DRINK. 
________1 211 1  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY RICH ROPER-Let's have a 
NIGHT 1 . 2 5  pitchers and 50¢ great time at Formal, even if it 
mixed drinks 9 : 00 until 1 0 :00 at kills us: Ha Ha. Julie. 
MY PLACE Charlestons Newest 
NIGHTCLUB.  First bar on 7th St. 
before the square. Don't drive 
take the UPTOWN SHUTTLE. 
________1 211 1 
________ 1 2/ 1 1  
AST being sent off: En1oy the 
weekend! We'll miss you! Love, 
your sisters. 
________ 1 21 1 1 
LATE NIGHT 
�·\\' · ���� - srECIAL 
\) · 99¢ SLICES. 
TGIF AND OLD STYLE FIRST 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS BASH 
THIS FRIDAY ON TOP OF 
ROC'S. $ 3 . 0 0  ALL-U-CAN 
DRINK. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
IT'S H A P PE N E D .  Yes,  
everything in the store is  40% 
off . This is the final markdown 
before Christmas. Shop now for 
the sizes and quantities you 
deserve. 
________ 1 2/ 1 4 
Debbie Hubbell :  Good luck on 
finals and have a great break. 
Your A-G Bro, Steve. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
ASTs: Be at the house 
tomorrow, we're mourning finalaj. 
You won't want to miss the 
smarty pills! 
________ 1 2/1 1  
JULI E  GEIER: CONGRATS ON 
E N T E R I N G  I - WE E K !  ITS 
ALMOST OVER SO LETS 
CELEBRATE ! LOVE D�D. 
________1 2/ 1 1 
Ann-Marie : Thanx for being a 
great date·. Who are The Smiths, 
R . E . M . , New Order? What and 
Where is Wrangler's? I hope · 
there's more to come in the 
future, like tonite? Jeff. 
________1 2/1 1 
Rick Bray, You'll never know 
how much you've given to me. I 
couldn t have asked for anything 
better or more special in a 
relationship. I'll miss you next 
semester, but I 'm looking for­
ward to all those road trips. 
L o v e , J.e n n i f e r .  P . S .  
Congratillafions on getting 
pinned. I love you. 
________ 1 2/1 1 
•steve (Grumpy) : We were too 
late for the grad ads but wanted 
to wish you the best of luck. 
We'll MISS YOU . Love, The .girls 
from the summer: Tami ,  Tracey, 
Mary Jo, and Kendra. · 
________1 2/ 1 1 
CB' Announcements 
THE ALPHA PHIS WOULD 
LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS. 
-=-------1 2/ 1 1  
The Roses of Sigma Tau 
Gamma would like to wish Leslie 
Olson a very happy birthday 
Sunday, Dec. 1 3th. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
· SIG KAPS IT'S HERE! LET'S 
. MAKE THIS THE BEST FORMAL 
EVER! 
CB' Annou ncements 
MICHELLE STOEPPLER, DO 
YOU REMEMBER: Do we have 
time for a pitcher; Eat, sleep, lift; 
Parties at · the hospital ; 
Beachball; The Soul Train 
Dance; Drinking days at lkes; 
Twist my arm ; Mattoon bars; Diet 
Coke; Feed the bird; The Phi Sig 
House; Last years Sig frat T. P . ;  
Cancelling classes; Going out 
with thirty dollars, coming home 
with thiry cents; You can call me 
________ 1 2/1 1 , raisin;  Stealing chairs, com-
Rock & Roll w/ "The An· posites, barriers, signs, tuna, 
nouncements" Sat. nite at m icrowaves ,  hospital food ; 
Friends & Co. Switch! Carface; AEIOU ; Party's 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 over! Don't let the door hit you 
GREEK UNITY 4 : 00 CLUB on 'the way out; Hecksterical; 
THIS FRIDAY AT PAGE ONE. Yeah , Rah . . .  ; McDonalds; Our 
FOR EVERY KEG EMPTIED, A Visa bills; Four wheeling; Mickey 
FREE ONE GOES TO THE F i n n s  a n d  M i l w a u k e e  
GREEK UNITY ACCOUNT. THIS Roadhouse; Charleston Motor 
FRIDAY PARTY WITH OELTA Inn;  Boomers; Bear Country; 
TAU D E LTA . EVE R Y O N E  Peeing in your pants; Pap and 
WELCOME. Pinball ; Spaceshuttle; and See 
-=o-------1 21 1 1  Ya! ! Good luck in St. Louis, 
ASTs : Don't  forget the Martha. 
Mourne[s' Party Sunday! Wear ________ 1 211 1 
Black! Rock & Roll wThe An· 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 nouncements" Sat. nite at 
A L P H A  P H I S :  S T U D Y  Friends & Co. 
HARD . . .  GOOD LUCK O N  1 2/ 1 1  .. 
FINALS. . .  Betsy Elliott . . .  Your twins think 
. ________ 1 2/ 1 1 you're superl l Have a great 
JULI E  OLIVER : This is just to Christmas & an awesome 2 1 st 
tell you how very proud I am of t:ilrthday, We're looking forward 
you. You shine in Delta Zeta in to celebrating with you in Jan. 
al l  that you do. Your mom loves Love, Maureen and Shelly. 
you, Marie. 1 21 1 1 
________ 1 21 1 1  Rec Majors go to My Place 
MY PLACE is the FIRST STOP tonight 8:00 p . m .  Higs. 
. 
of the UPTOWN SHUTTLE . 50¢ ________ 1 2/1 1 
a ride, $ 1 . 2 5  pitchers and 50¢ M E L I S S A  N I C H O L S : .  
mixed drinks until 1 0: 00 FRIDAY Congratulaticins on getting 
AND SATURDAY NIGHT. pinned. Love, Your Alpha Phi 
1 211 1 Sisters. _D __ o.,..N-='T
_M_ISS.,..,--.,-T
-H.,.E
-
MILLER ________ 1 21 1 1 
BEACH PARTY SAT. ON THE CAROLYN , GET PSYCHED 
TOP OF ROC'S . . .  $4 ALL YOU FOR YOUR FIRST HOME MEET 
CAN DRINK. CALL DAN 345· AND GOOD LUCK! YOU 'RE 
3 4 1 0.  GREAT! LOVE YA LINDA. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 ________1 2/ 1 1 
-=-:==-:-c:--::---.,,-- 1 CHRISTMAS CAROL, 
you for all you do for ual 
looking forward to Sunday. 
luck on finals and 
FESTIVE break. The Sig 
House Boys. 
Gale Fritz , Congrs,ts 
I-Week. Keep up the great 
Love, Tom & Diane. 
S T E V E  
Congratulations on 
the vi�e president for 
Education. I'm proud of you! 
Love, Deb. 
GAYLE FRITZ: CO 
ON GOING INTO !­
YOU'LL MAKE A GREAT 
DITION TO DEL TA ZETA. Y 
A·G BRO. 
-=---=-----.1 Delts· Thanks so much 
roses! Good luck on 
have a Merry Christm•. 
Kari . 
PATTY FIX: Cong 
on your engagement. Love, 
Alpha Phi Sisters. 
TINA, Happy 1 9th 
Thanks for putting up with 
Love, M . T. B 
THE END OF THE .. 
YEAR SPECIALS 
1 I6 of a large Pizza 
INSIDE STORE OFFER 
1600 Lincoln Ave. 345-3400 
LARG E 1 6 ' '- REGU LAR 
billding tlle best 
• Are you working towards a degree 
in Early Childhood or related field? 
• Do you want to get a jump on the 
summer job market? 
COME SEE CHILDREN'S WORLD & DAYBRIDGE 
DURING WINTER BREAKl l l  
Chi ldren's World and Daybridge have merged to become the 
nation's leading qua l ity child care prov ider. We currently operate 
39 child care centers i n  the Chicago area. We teach chi ldren 
infant age to 1 2  years and have fu l l  and part-t ime positions 
available. · Excel lent benefit packages and growth opportunities 
available. 
DAV BRIDGE 
5 Phii l 1ps Road 
Vernon Hi l ls. I l l i nois 
680-77 7 1  
DAYBRIDGE 
2 3 50 Bode Road 
Schaumburg. I l l inois 
884-08 1 0  
"CHILDREN'S WORLD CHILDREN'S WORLD 
1 1 0 W. Boeger 1 1 90 S. Naper Slvd. 
Arl ington Heights. l l l i�ois Napervil le. I l l i nois 
394-5866 4 1 6- 1 1 2 7  
CHILDREN'S WORLD 
3 3 5  Glen E l lyn Road 
Bloomingdale. I l l inois 
3 5 1 - 1 302 
One Topping Pizza 
and Four Cokes 
s795 
plus tax 
One T pp ping Pizza 
and Two Cokes 
s595 
plua tax 
From now unti l the end of 1 987 , Domino's 
Pizza del ivers two Great Pizza Deals ! 
348-1 626 
677 W. Lincol n 
Offer expires 1 2/24/87 
Not valid with other offers 
When it 's  not in the bedroom ,  bathroom ,  or car . . . .  check the Classlfledsl 
ally Eastern News Friday, December 1 1 , 1 98 7 . t 3A 
l iday blues brightened 
sporting entertainment 
because Eastern 
ts will be home away 
the demands of classes 
rk over Christmas break 
mean that they have to 
number of holiday ac­
in and around Chicago 
t. Louis from Dec. 18-
10 will off er plenty of 
· ment opportunities 
dents·stranded at home. 
o sports fans can 
from the Bears of the 
Football League, the · 
wks of the National 
League, the Bulls of 
National Basketball 
· tion and the Sting · of 
¥ajor Indoor Soccer 
. All four teams will be 
at home over the 
ys. 
Chicago Bears will meet 
ttle Seahawks Dec. 20 
at Soldier Field. The 
will also play at least one 
Playoff game at ho:rne 
break. Tickets for the 
game are sold out; 
er, playoff tickets go on 
at 10 a.m. Dec . 28 at 
r Field, with a limit of 
ticket.s per person. Call 
ticket office at (312) 
100 for details. 
Blackhawks also have 
games scheduled at the 
go Stadium during ' 
tmas break. The Hawks 
· face the Boston Bruins 
20, followed by a Dec. 23 
from the four-time 
y Cup champions, the 
York Islanders. 
r Christmas Chicago will 
two games �th their 
·vals, the St. Louis Blues-
26-27.  The two squads 
the series at home in a 
Saturday night hockey · 
at the .Stadium. The 
ks and Blues square off 
other Lounge 
T.G.I.F. 
$ 1 .75 
$2.00 
-BALL TOURNEY 
EPISCOPAL· CAMPUS MINISTRY 
all 
odger Patience 
Peer Minister 
581 -3371 
or 
235-001 8 
F o r  R i d e  t o  · 
Church 
COUNSELORS 
· s camp in Maine. Good salary, 
& bd. , travel allowance, 
utiful modem facility. must love 
ildren & be able to teach one of 
following: 
Tennis, W.S. I . ,  Sail ing, Waterski, 
oftball ,  Basketbal l ,  Soccer, 
rosse, A & C, Photography, 
iano, Drama, Horseback, Dance, 
pes, Camp Craft, Gymnastics 
I I  or Write : Camp Vega, Box 
1 7 7 1 , Duxbury , Mass. 02332 . 
6 1 7 )  934-6 536.  ' 
the next night at the St. Louis 
Arena. 
Their northern rival, the 
· Minnesota North Stars, will 
come calling Dec. 30 . ,  opening 
a five-game home stand. The 
series will feature the Calgary 
Flames Jan. 3, the Quebec 
Nordiques Jart. 6, the Toronto 
Maple Leafs Jan. 8 and the Los 
Angeles Kings Jan. 10.  
Ticket prices for the 
Blackhawks are $27, $17 ,  $12,  
and $8. All games start at 7 :35 
p.m. For more information, call 
(312) 733-5300. 
The high-flying Chicago 
Bulls, featuring all-everything 
forward Michael Jordan, are 
slated for six games at the 
Stadium over break. Standing­
room-only tickets are avaliable 
for games Dec. 22 against the 
Dallas Mavericks and Dec. 29 
against the Atlanta Hawks. 
The Bulls will open the new 
year at home against the New 
Jersey Net.s Jan. 2 ,  and will 
host the Indiana Pacers Jan. 5 ,  
Great Prices You 
Can ' t  Beat 
the Denver Nuggets Jan. 7 and 
the Utah Jazz Jan. 9. Ticket 
prices are $17 ,  $12 and $8. 
Tipoff is set for 7 :30 p.m. for 
all games. Call the Bulls at 
( 3 1 2 )  943-5800 for in­
formation. 
The Chicago Sting have four 
games over break at the 
Rosemont Horizon. The Kansas 
City Comets visit on Dec. 19,  
with a postgame concert by the 
Golden Boys of Bandstand: 
Fabian, Bobby Rydell and 
Frankie Avalon. The Min­
nesota Strikers visit on Dec. · 
27,  the Cleveland Force on Dec. 
29, and the San Diego Sockers 
on Jan. 5 .  The San Diego game 
features a postgame concert by 
the Four Tops. 
Sting ticket prices are $15,  
$12 and $8.  Start time is  7 :35 
p .m.  Call (312) 693-7000 for 
information. 
Also at the Horizon is a 
basketball game between 
DePaul and Texas-San Antonio 
on Dec . 23. 
Jack 
Daniel 's  
Black Label 
7 50 M L  
OSCO 
899 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 1010 
Southern 
Comfort 
7 50 ML 
OSCO 
59P!7048 
SALE 
PRICE 
Amorita 
Amaretto 
7 50 M L  
OSCO 
" SALE 449 PRICE Sale Price 
•1 50 Rebate 
299 Atter Rebate 
PLU 702) 
Bacardi 
Rum 
Silver & Amber 
7 50 M L  
OSCO 
599 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 7080 
Malibu 
Rum 
7 50 M L 
OSCO 599 SALE 
PRICE PLU 7025 
CSU _____ from p�ge 1 6A 
of the 'conference," Samuels 
added. ''Whether Cleveland 
Stal;e is in it or not, (the 
AMCU-8) is still and extremely 
competitive conference."  
The alleged recruiting 
violations involved three 
foreign student.s, among them 
was 7-6 Washington Bullet.s' 
center Manute Bol from the. 
Sudan in Africa. 
The stiffest sanction bans the 
Vikings from postseason play 
for two years, and places the 
entire athletic program on 
probation for three years. The 
school will also be restricted in 
its recruiting and barred from 
appearing on live television. 
'We're disappointed and 
sorry for Cleveland State," 
Ferzacca said. "They feel they 
have a case, and they are going 
to appeal. We're going to 
support them in whatever they 
want to do."  
"We're in the same con­
ference. It's a little closer to 
home than when you read it in 
the paper about a school on the 
West Coast," said Eastern 
A t h l e tic  D i r e c t o r  R . C .  
Johnson. "It's a little em-
. barrassing." 
However, Johnson said he 
Corona 
Beer 
6 bottle pack 
SALE 
OSCO 439 
PRICE . PLU 7054 
Mati lda 
Bay 
4 bottle pack 
If_ . ..  � 
: OSCO 
' 2�!7059 -
!� SALE 
' PRICE 
..,.�� ,ff 
Eastern Athletic Director R . C .  
J ohnson cal led C leveland 
State's NCAA v io lat ions 
"embarrassing. " 
did not think the NCAA's 
reprimand of the Vikings is a 
"red flag" to smaller univer­
sities. 
'We're all pretty well in 
touch and in tune with what 
can happen," he added. '1t can 
happen anywhere, whether it.s 
the NAIA or The Big 10." 
Prices Effective 
Dec. 1 1  to Dec. 1 7  
Riun lte 
Wines 
7 50 ML 
OSCO 3/8 SALE PRICE 
PLU 7033 
· Dekuyper 
· Peach 
, v . Schnapps 
750 M L  
���Eo 4· -·9sfw '? !'h't:  PRICE PLU 7057 
Mic.helob 
or 
Lowenbrau 
-6 pk. bottles 
OSCO 2/5 
t 
.•. _ ... m 
. ,, 
Andre 
Champagne 
Assorted 
750 M L  
OSCO 
SALE 3/6 
PRICE Sale Price 
SALE 
PRICE 
Sutter Home or 
Sebastian 
White 
Zinfandel 
7 50 M L  
���: 3/1 0 
PLU 7037 
PLU 7039 
_ _,.,�N/tt' : 
4·1�=� •2°0 Rebate 3/4 After Rebate 
PLU 5353 
Martin i  & 
Rossi 
Asti Spumante 
OSCO 
���E 799 Sale Price 
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4 99 Atter Rebate 
PLU 5355 
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Piescinski is l iaison between game and fans· 
. ..  
Hap¥ .. 21 st 
. ·.!��·rh 
bi . day . 
is a· great one. 
Lovi:f You 
Always-Me; 
2 1.st  
eseball  
aybe 
I won't 
rabby 
' 
s · FOR 
E OF 
.. 
30-year old Piescinski's an-
Call your. tntµI_un)r: ' . 
J . J. • 
You remember. She was 
. always there when you were 
frightened. And if you got hurt, 
she was standing by with ban­
dages. Wouldn't it feel good 
to talk to your mother again 
right now? 
Calling over AT&T Long 
Distance Service probably 
costs less than you think, too. 
And if you have any questions 
about AT&T rates or service, 
a customer service repre­
sentative is always standing 
by to talk to you . Just call 
1 800 222-0300 . 
Sure ,  your schoolwork and 
your friends keep you busy. 
But call home and find out 
what she's wrapped up in. 
-
:.. A." 
· , · 
ATaT· -�.!,he rigllt c�c� 
• � .  1. • 
'• 
-.. . · , .. '· •. , . .. ., .. ... . ... ..  , .. _._. �· :...:· ·:..:.·L• :....· .._ __ :_ ...:,_ _____ _j _______ �-------------------� 
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st Home meet pits Eastern against Wrig ht' 
's wrestling team has its first 
eet of the season 7:30 p.m.,  
night, when the Wright State 
of Dayt,on, Ohio come t.O 
Gym. 
don't know much about them," 
Wrestling Coach Ralph Me­
d. "It should be ail interesting 
d we hope that we can get a 
d out to McAfee."  
in McAfee should be an ad­
' said Assistant Coach Dave 
. "It'll ·be almost like being in a 
domed stadium, if we can get a noisy 
crowd out there. It would give us an 
advantage." 
The Raiders do have a fairly young . 
team, however. "They've got only one · 
junior in their lineup," Klemm said. 
''Everybody else is either a freshman or 
a sophomore ." 
· 
The Panthers will have a lineup of 
junior Craig Sterr at 1 18 pounds; 
sophomore Craig Campbell at 126; 
junior Dean Souder at 134 pounds; 
freshman David Marlow at 142 and 
freshman Mark Pflug at J 50 pounds. 
· The grapplers will then follow up 
with senior Chris Simcox at 158 
pounds; senior Henry Teverbaugh or 
freshman Bob Johnson at 167; junior 
Marty Molina at 177;  freshman Mike 
Birt or Teverbaugh at 190 and junior 
Copache Tyler at heavyweight. 
"It's nice that we're getting to wrestle 
once more before Ohristmas," Mc­
Causland said. "We'll be able to get a 
match in and keep ourselves sharp 
before the 'big stuff over the holidays. 
"We've got to have some good per­
formances from our guys if we want to 
win," McCausland safd.  "I think that we 
realized this from our meet against 
Tennessee-Chattanooga (which the 
Panthers lost on Nov. 25). If we wrestle 
well against Wright State, we should be 
able to win."  
The grappler's holiday schedule finds 
. the freshman and sophomores at the 
Triton Open in -River Grove Dec.  19.  
The team travels to Evanston for the 
Midlands Tournament on Dec .  29-30 
and then to the Redbird Duals at 
lliinois State in Normal on Jan. 9 ,  
1988 . 
___;_ _______________ from page 1 6A 
Id in the first half while the 
hit 54 percent of thei.r shots 
three three-pointers. 
y did a very good job attacking 
ss," Samuels said . ''Their shots 
oing down and we needed to get 
inside more against their zone." 
m did attack the zone in the 
stages of the first half and had 
within four points of Southern, 
, at the half. 
e don't quit,"  Taylor said. "We 
·up last year when we were down 
· season we battle back." 
m was led in scoring by Evans, 
had 15, and.Middleton's 18 paced 
ukis. 
Panthers will host Wisconsin­
ukee Tuesday night in Eastem's 
contest before Christmas break, 
Eastern matches up Jan. 9 at 
against St. Louis University, who 
� nationally ranked Memphis 
Monday. 
· 
(87) 
Ill 4-1 1 4-4 1 1 ,  Evans 5-9 . 4·4 1 5 , 
2-3 2·2 6 ,  Taytor 5 · 1 2 4-5 1 4 , Vance 
2, Tate 1 ·8 0-0 2 ,  Stein 0-0 2-2 2 ,  West 
o, Macciocchi 1 -4 2-2 4, Hamilton 1 · 1  2·  
wler 3·8 1 -3 7 .  Totals 23·60 1 8·22 67.  
n (63) 
dson 2·4 O·O 4, Mahan 1 ·4 2·2 5 ,  
rger 4·7 O·O 1 0 , Middleton 8·1 9 0·1  1 8 , 
3·8 2·2 9 ,  Krueger 1 ·4 2·2 4, Shipley 6-7 
3 .  Totals 2 5·53 6·7 6 3 .  
·me-Southern 33 , Eastern 29.  
point goals-Mahan 1 · 1 , Nurnberger 2·4,  
ton 2-4 • .  House 1 · 1 ,  Shipley 1 ·2 ,  Hemphill 
Evans 1 ·2 .  
unds-Southern 34 (Shipley 1 0) ,  Eastern 
emphill ,  West, Fowler 6 ) .  
ndance-4 1 38 .  
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
Eastem's Norm Evans (middle), battles for a loose ball with · the Panthers' 67-63 win Thursday n ight in Lantz Gym . 
Southern I l l inois' Erik Griffin (right) and Steve Middleton during 
ePau l and Eastern clos·e to deal  for cage meeti ng 
IKE FITZGERALD 
a s t e r n .  a n d  D e P a u l  
· ersity are "pretty close" to 
king out an agreement that 
d put Eastern on the Blue 
settled yet because we're still 
trying to finalize a date," said 
Eastern Athletic Director R.C. 
Johnson; "We'll probably get it 
be played on Jan. 4 or 5 ,  1989, 
at the Rosemont Horizon. 
· "It's going to be one game 
played here. We haven't really 
talked about anything past 
'89 ."  Bradshaw said . "A 
contract hasn't been signed but 
As far as a guarantee for the 
Panthers and TV exposure on 
WGN-TV in Chicago, Johnson 
said the details still have to be 
worked out in the agreement. 
, two seasons and the Final Four 
in 1979, would be a mammouth 
undertaking for the Panthers. 
But Coach Rick Samuels 
thinks the exposure Eastern 
would receive would be a 
reward for the task of tackling 
DePaul . 
· all wrapped up this month." 
ons basketball schedule 
anything 
Bill Bradshaw,  athletic 
director at DePaul, said in a 
telephone interview Wed­
nesday the game will probably 
· both teams are committed to 
play." 
Playing the · Blue Demons, 
who have been to the NCAA 
Tournament 16 times , in­
cluding the Final 16 the past 
olts and Bills ready for AFC showdown 
e Indianapolis Colts and the 
falo Bills , usually battling for last 
and the right to a higher draft 
the next season, are in unac­
med roles of playoff contenders in 
AFC Eastern Division. 
e Colts, at 7-5 a game ahead of the 
, the Miami Dolphins, and the New 
k Jets and two games ahead of the 
England Patriots, can capture the 
· ion championship outright by 
ing their three remaining games. 
e Bills, with a victory over the 
t.s on Sunday, could get the division 
and a berth in the playoffs by also 
ning their last two games, 
nding on what the Dolphins, Jets 
Patriots do. 
f you asked me (before the season) 
ther this game would have a heavy 
act on the division championship, I 
ld have said it sounds a little far­
hed, I guess," says Buffalo coach 
Marv Levy. 
"Buffalo and Indianapolis were the 
two teams picked at the bottom in the 
preseason. But I'm not surprised In­
dianapolis has been improving. They 
have a lot of players maturing and 
playing well. The acquisition of (Eric) 
Dickerson has made them that much 
better," Levy said. 
, The Colts were 0-13 last year before 
Rod Dowhower was fired and Ron 
Meyer was hired as coach-. Under 
Meyer, the yolts won their final three 
games of 1986. They lost the first two 
games this season, won two of the next 
three during the NFL players' strike 
and five of the next seven after the 
players strike ended. 
Indianapolis has won four of six 
games since getting Dickerson, an 
unhappy All-Pro running back, from 
the Los Angeles Rams in a trade that . 
also sent the Colts' No. 1 draft choice, 
linebacker Cornelius Bennett, to 
Buffalo. 
"We wanted to get as good as we 
could as fast as we could," said Levy, 
who like Meyer is in his first full season 
as coach. 
Buffalo was 2-7 before Levy replaced 
Hank Bullough, finishing 4-12 last 
year. The Bills lost to the Colts 47-6 at 
Buffalo the first week of the strike. 
"Of course this is a very ill}.portant 
game," Levy says of the rematch at the 
Hoosier Dome, where the Colts have 
won the last three meetings with the 
Bills . 'We've played well at times, but 
we haven't sustained it. We still need to 
get a handle on how to prepare after 
we've won a few games. 
'We're not where we want to be, but 
the signs are encouraging." 
Buffalo lost 34-2 1 at the Los Angeles 
!liders last week after a narrow 
victory against the Jets. 
Swimmers off 
to Indy Invite 
Eastern's men's and women's 
- swim teams will travel to In­
dianapolis Friday to participate in 
one of their most awaited meets 
of the season, the Indianapolis 
Invitational. 
This will be the second year the 
invitational has been held, and it 
will be the first time the Panthers 
· have sent both the men's and 
women's teams. Last season only 
the men competed in the meet. 
The meet will be held in the 
Indianapolis Natatorium, site of 
last season's men's NCAA 
swimming championships. 
Eastern cc.. ,;h Ray Padovan 
said he is hoping for good event 
times from the team. 
Taylor heroics l ift Eastern over SI U 
By DAVID LINDQUIST 
Staff writer 
East.em junior Jay Taylor hit a six­
foot jump shot with three seconds left 
: Thursday night to propel the Panthers 
to a 67 -63 nonconf erence victory over 
Southern Illinois. 
The win raises the . Panthers' season 
record to 4-1 , preserving a perfect 4-0 
mark in Lantz Gym. Southern's recorp 
drops to 4-2 . . , 
Saluki leading scorer St.eve Mid­
dleton hit a three-point goal with 38 
seconds remaining in the second half to 
tie the cont.est at 63. . 
East.em called timeout with 30 
seconds left and then played for the 
winning basket. 
East.em melted the clock for 27 
seconds when Panther guard Norm 
Evans passed to Taylor in the middle of 
the lane. 
''The play is designed for whoever can 
get open," Taylor said. ''When I got the 
ball, taking it to the basket was the 
only thing on my mind." , 
Taylor also sealed Southem's fat.e the 
last time the schools met, the 6-3 guard 
connecting for the winning basket last 
season at Carbondale in the Panthers' 
58-57 win. 
"Taylor is very strong," East.em 
Coach Rick Samuels said. ''He can get 
up against someone and take a shot." 
Southern called a time-out aft.er '.fa)}or)t paske�. Th,e �Wtis had 
possession with three seconds left, but 
were unable to inbound the ball within 
five seconds and turned the ball over to 
the Panthers .i 
Southern flard St.erling Mahan 
fouled Evans with three ticks left on 
the clock. Evans hit both of his free 
throws to account for the four point 
win. 
''It was a very int.ently played game 
with many swings of emotion," 
Samue).s said. 
The game's initial swing was 
definit.ely in Southern's direction as the 
Salukis jumped out to a 24-1 1 lead at 
the 11 :52 mark in the first half. 
"We'd rather not dig a hole like that," 
Samuels said.- "Sometime we won't get 
out of it." 
Eas�m shot. only 32 percent from 
tournament 
B y  BARRY BOTTINO 
Sports editor 
East.em's women's basketball 
will do its studying for final e 
High Country this weekend. 
. The Lady Panthers head to 
West.em Sizzler Classic, at 
University of Northern Arizona 
Flagstaff to take on the Lady 
berjacks of UNA and the Co 
Stat.e Rams in a three-t.eam round 
tournament. 
The Lady Panthers will 
Northern, Friday, and play the 
Saturday. 
The tounament experienced 
problems when Auburn Uni 
who was to be the Classic's fourth 
dropped out before the start 
season. 
However, tourney promoters · 
up Biola University of California, 
was booted from the tourney 
this week because none of the o · 
three t.eams want.ed to play the 
school, according to Hilke. 
"It's tough to prepare for both 
at the same time,'.' said Eastern 
Barbara Hilke. 
Ent.ering Friday's play, Eas 
Colorado hold the best recorda 
while Northern Arizona is 1 
losing to top-flight t.eams 
Texas, UCLA, Oklahoma and 
"Their level of competition 
that they are seriously looking to 
off a school or two,"- Hilke 
"They've played some top-rank 
petition. 
; ''But in the past two years, 
played Missouri, Tennessee, 
Forest, Southern Illii1ois, Puni 
Bowling Green," Hilke said. 
. The Lady Lumberjacks are ' junior guard Tory Seargent, 
DAN RE11LE / Photo editor · averaging 11 ·6 .points and rebounds per game. 
Junior center M ike West fouls SIU senior guard Steve M iddleton during Eastern's 
6 7 ·63 triumph over the Salukis at Lantz Gym. The Panthers return to action against 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee Tuesday at Lantz .  
Northern lost two starters f 
year's 9-18 squad and lost a tot.al 
lett.er winners from a year ago. 
But Hilke admits she is not 
CSU sanctions · to alter AMCU-8 tit le h u nt thN��;:c!���t��n ro take  place in the preseason rankings 
Photo cou.rtesy Cleveland State Univer&ity 
Cleveland State Head Basketball 
Coach Kevin Mackey celebrating his 
team's success when it advanced to the 
NCAA Tournament's final 1 6  teams in 
1 98 5 .  
. 
By JOHN PLETZ 
Staff writer 
The NCAA's sanctions imposed on 
Cleveland Stat.e University for 1983-84 
recruiting violations will cause some 
serious shuffling of the Association of 
Mid Continent Universities conference 
schedule , said comm1ss1oner F.L. 
''Frosty" Ferzacca. 
Ferzacca, who received a lett.er from 
the NCAA Wednesday informing him 
of the sanctions, said the AMCU-8 
athletic directors will get together 
Wednesday in Chicago to discuss the 
alt.ernatives for det.ermining the 
conference champion this season. 
Currently, the squad with the best 
conference record will get an automatic 
bid to the NCAA postseason tour­
nament, which decides the Division I 
national champion. 
The Vikings were picked by league 
coaches as the preseason favorit.e to win 
DePaul 8yes EIU for ' 88 . 
S�e page 1 5A 
the A:MCU title this year. 
''We haven't decided (what to do) 
yet," Ferzacca said. ''We're having a 
meeting with the athletic directors (in 
the conference) Wednesday to come up 
with a formula we can live with." 
Ferzacca said one alt.ernative would 
be to allow CSU to play out their league 
slat.e, ''but the games don't count 
toward the conference championship . 
''With Cleveland Stat.e not being 
eligible, we're playing a seven-t.eam 
conference championship," Ferzacca 
srud. 
"To go undefeat.ed in the conference, 
you have to win two · less games to 
assure yourself the conference title," 
said East.em Coach Rick Samuels. 
''We're still a very competitive 
conference, but it takes out one of the 
t.eams that will be very hard to beat out 
(See CSU, page 13A) 
Mountain West Conference. 
On the other hand, the Rami 
all five start.era from last year'i 
squaCI, including 6-1 center 
Robers and 5-8 guards Lori 
and Kris Ost.erberg. 
Robers leads Colorado State 
16.6 points per game while Tro 
and Ost.erberg follow with 10.2 
points, respectively. 
"Those are their three 
scorers," Hii,ke said. ''They 
pressure game and they'N 
aggressive and scrappy. 
''They're not very big but 
deliberat.e (on offense). They11 
ball around until they beat you, 
said. 
- Yet the Rams "don't appear 
great depth," according ro · 
squad is led by 5-ll junior forw 
Tyler's 12.8 points and senior 
Ann Brown's 8.8 rebounds per 
Announcer 's  memorie · 
See page 
Students 
can beat 
finals stress · 
By MIKE O'KEEFFE 
Staff writer 
Handling the stress of final ex­
aminations can often be a very 
difficult �ask for even the most 
experienced veteran students .  
Finals are often the terrifying 
nightmare that shatters an other­
wise enjoyable college ex­
perience . 
"This is the most stressful 
weekend of the year, "  said Bud 
Sanders , head of the Counseling 
1 Center at Eastern . "Students 
find themselves overwhelmed 
with work they have to do . "  
Many problems students en­
counter during finals week have 
to do with recurring problems · 
like troubled family situations 
and relationships that the 
Counseling Center deals with 
year-round . When compounded 
with the pressure of final ex­
aminations, everyday emotional 
stress can be devastating.  
"Students should be realistic 
with themselves (during finals 
week) , "  Sanders said . "They 
should just do the best they can 
and avoid panicking. Some peo­
ple try to stay up all night, but it 
usually does not pay off. " · 
Sanders added that students 
should benefit from the ex­
perience of finals week. "Over 
Christmas break students should 
get better prepared for the next 
semester . "  
When asked about the use of 
drugs during finals week Sanders 
: /<..replied ,  "Yes, some students use 
drugs to stay up all night to 
study , which does not pay off. 
And some just give up an.cl get 
bombed . "· . 
Sanders also offered a'dvice 
for those who have not given up , 
saying that students should study 
for their most difficult final first . 
Anxiety over the most difficult 
test may inhibit the student if he 
tries to study for his less difficult 
exams first . 
"Have a game plan of how 
your going to study,"  Sanders 
said . "Self-talk is very important, 
too . Because if you tell yourself 
you will flunk, then it won't help 
your chances . 
"Students should take a 
reasonable or realistic approach . 
The realistic approach will reflect 
what the student has done . "  
here �O study is an important part of finals Inside--• • Can't stop 
Mere resolution to study 
lligently is only half the solution 
the problem of final examlna­
ns. In order to be truly suc­
ssful ,  it is equally important to 
d the proper atmosphere to 
dy i n .  
Aside from ' residence hall 
oms or apartments ,  the cam-
pus Is full of quiet and secluded 
or noliy and heavily-trafficked 
places to study. One of the most 
popular places Is Booth Library. 
"The east reading room , ·also 
called . the Greek Room , is pro­
bably the heaviest used area , "  
said Linda Spangler, who has 
been a civil servant at Booth 
Library for 10 �· 
T h e  library will b e  open from 8 
a . m .  to 9 p . m .  Friday and Satur­
day,  keeping its doors open four 
hours later than usual . 
"We will extend our hours this 
coming weekend , "  she added . 
"Even when we do that, we 
don't see many people . "  
Dean Frey,  a junior finance 
major, plans to take advantage 
of the extende, Jurs by making 
use of the study carrells in first- · 
and second-floor stacks of the 
library . Frey is no stranger to the 
library though , adding that he 
studies at Booth "a couple of · 
times a week . "  
· -
"It's the most quiet , "  said 
Frey, who lives in Regency 
apartments .  "It's hot down here 
(in the stacks) , but just wear a 
short sleeve shirt and it's not too 
(See WHERE, page 2) 
Despite the crunch of finals, 
students food service workers 
must sti l l  feed students living 
in the residence halls. 
See peg.e ;SB. 
•Tough tests 
Final exams are � as 
stres:..c.11 for � instJuttors 
as they are for:  
. -.� .  u. 
Wher·,.e---------_.from page 1 
bad . 
"There's a lot of noise (at my 
apartment) , "  he said . "I come 
here all the time to do all my stu­
dying . I don't like to stay here 
very long because I get tired and 
fall asleep down here in this 
heat . "  
Students w h o  prefer a cooler 
atmosphere may opt to study in 
the Union vending lounge , 
which is open 24 hours a day ·Sunday-Thursday and from 7 
a . m .  2 a . m .  Friday and Satur­
day . 
Other students also flock to 
the study areas in the residence 
halls for intensive cramming ses­
sions . The halls annually set in­
tensive study hours from Satur­
day through Friday . 
"During intensive study hours 
there's total silence , total quiet in 
the hall , "  said Carman Hall 
Counselor Mary Henriksen .  "No 
noise can be heard outside the 
rooms . There's somebody to ac­
tually enforce (the rules) and ' 
keep it quiet, so you can study in 
your room . "  
Henriksen said that each 
residence hall · dictates its own 
schedule and guidelines for in­
tensive study hours . She added -
that many of the residence halls, 
like Carman , will also open their 
food services for studying . 
"I study in my dorm room 
(during finals week) usually , "  
said Kenny Kuhn,  a sophomore 
accounting major living · in 
Thomas Hall . "They've got 
morgue (intensive study) hours, 
and that makes_ (studying) really 
easy . "  
"My favorite place i s  usually 
my room , but sometimes the 
library and other people's rooms 
or the study area of a dprm , "  
said junior political science major 
Harlan Aldort . 
· 
"I usually study all night, not 
as much during the day , "  the 
McKinney Hall resident added . 
"It's really quiet (in the dorms at 
night) , and I can ususlly seal 
myself off with my coffee and my 
cigarettes and my books . "  
Andy Caldwell , a Taylor Hall 
resident and a physical therapy 
major1 prefers to study in the residence halls , but enjoys the 
scenery as much as the quiet . 
"Stevenson Tower on the 
10th floor is my favorite place to 
study because of the view , "  
Caldwell said . 
But Kuhn and Aldort concur­
red that variation is a key to suc­
cessful studying , adding that 
residence halls are just one of 
many places to study .  
" I  found for (dorm) rooms not 
working out, I just pick up and 
Knowing that final exams are just around the cor- mosphere, the Greek Room is a
· 
poputar place 
ner, students uti l ize the Greek Room in Booth study especial ly before big exams. 
Library to prepare. Due to its condusive at-
go to 4 or 5 other places I know 
of to study, "  Aldort said . "One 
of the places is an empty 
classroom at night because 
usually they are very quiet. 
"I used to study at Hardee's 
because they had free coffee 
after the first cup , and they were 
open all night. "  
Kuhn,  meanwhile , prefers the 
library if conditions at home are 
not conducive to study at out at 
home . 
"In your room you can always 
find something on the wall that 
will make you start daydream-
ing , and you can flip on 
stereo or the television ,"  K 
said . 
"And if I study in the libr 
usually move around quite a 
from the periodicals to 
stacks." 
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FALL AVAI LABILITY 
Park P lace I Park Place I I  
• 1 ,  2 & . 3  
Bedroom units 
· • Ful ly F:urnished 
• Central A. C .  
• Dishwashers 
• Balconies 
• Laundry & 
Parking 
• Brand new 3 
Bedroom un its 
· • Ful ly Furnished 
• Central A. C .  
• Dishwashers 
• Balconies 
• Laundry & 
Parking· 
(ON 7th ST. ACROSS r ROM U N ION � 
-M ICROWAVES AVAI LABLE FOR ALL U N ITS 
ST. JAMES PLACE (1 905 S. 1 2th ST.) 
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fu lly Furnished U nits 
_• A . C .  • Ful ly Remodeled for Fal l '87 
• Laun
_
dry & 348-1 479 (after 1 p.m.) Parking or (21 7) 359-0203 
J 1 1 11111, 111111 1 ,· o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ot 
lts ON. THE- VERGE O.F TIU WEEKEND 
� • .,. J · " . \ � 
�,:i-1., TWIST 
Graduation Buffet 
Sat. 6-9 p.m. 
Sun 4:30-8 :00 p.m. 
CARVED Prime Rib 
w/All the Trimmings 
$9.95 
Wescott, Epperson & Davis Trio 
In Lounge 8 :30- 1 :00 
·E:L·., KRACKERS 
-PRESENTS.: 
"THE GRINCH PARTY ' 
FRI. DEC. 1 1  
8 :00 pm- 1_ ;00 am Featuring: .� 
�� }�� I 
Dr. Seuss' Movie 
"HOW THE GRINCH 
STOLE CHRISTMAS" 
and 
CINDI LU WHOO 
PUNCH! I �.i.. ;��:;�s � 'l�  1 f  (NO WHOOS ALLOWED) - -- . • �·.!..J.I ,:;o..-
SUMMIT ROCK & ROLL 
W/"THE ANNOUNCEMENTS" 
SATU RDAY NIGHT AT FRI ENDS & CO. 9 :30 P.M. 
. -fRIDA Y; DE�E BER 1 1 ,  19 
In Dorm Delivery Special 
Chicken Salad Sandwich 
4' offers band new plateau 
Wheel Roll . "  
"Litany (Life Goes On) , "  was 
out of the backwoods of recently released in video form 
John Poe's thundering tribal 
sounds and bassist Rhette 
Crowe's binding rhythms accom­
pany the voice and acustics of 
Attaway and the searing lead 
guitar of Jeff Walls . 
tta , Ga. , G uadalcanal on MTV as an anthem-like cry 
's u n i q u e , forceful  for recognition . 
ts sound has emerged , The album has variety , in­
the release of their- third eluding the ballad "3 a . m , "  
"2x4" , the band has climb- · which i s  "dedicated t o  alcoholics 
The quartet, which has been 
together since 198 1 ,  has worked 
its way up from playing at a 
friend's wedding to recording 
under a major record label .  
new plateau in the recor- everywhere , recovered and 
dustry . otherwise . "  "3 a . m . 's" slow 
" , produced by Don Dix- · rhythm and soft verse produce 
ho has worked with the an numbness-a perfect exam­ Guadalcanal Diary's 1984 
debut L P . , "Walking In The 
Shadow Of The Big Man" on DB 
records, was recorded in an im­
pressive 50 hours. It was picked 
up and remixed for release in 
1985 under the Elektra label.  
eens, Marshall Cren- pie of Attaway's and Wall's 
and R . E . M . , reflects the distinct lyrical talents . · 
and feelings of the ram- The reverent closing song, 
g southern bands of the "Lips of Steel" , carries a strong 
980s. psychedelic current that could 
ng from the buckle of the have snuck its way on to the 
Belt, Murray Attaway's and Beatles' "Revolver" without 
Walls' lyrics have a suspicion .  
The growth of compelling 
lyrics and a dominating sound 
has let Guadalcanal Diary come 
of age- not only of theirs, but of 
ours as well . 
phical undercurrent as G uadalcanal Diary's music 
as a touch of dry humor ex- also has a constant southern , 
in the song, "Let the Big raw , American soun.d . Drummer 
awn _goes overboard. in· new film� 
-
N BRUEGGEMANN 
· tmas is just around the 
er and that m e a n s  
goers will b e  blessed with a 
of new seasonal releases. 
luded in this season's batch 
w releases is the - comedy 
rboard" starring Goldie 
and Kurt Russell . 
awn plays the filthy rich 
na Stayton , who trips over 
rail of her yacht one night 
is plucked out of the water 
a garbage scow . She then 
s to the "fragrant" fishing 
e where her yacht had been 
ed the past three days for 
lrs, �here she falls under the 
of Dean Proffitt (Russell) . 
f itt is one of the carpent�rs 
'ng repairs on the yacht . 
tayton loses her memory 
use of her fall and Proffitt , a 
charge of Proffitt's unruly Helmond recently played 
children and run-down shack in roles in-"Brazil" and "Time Ban­
the woods. dits . "  However, she is better 
All is fine until Stayton's hus-· · known for her role as Jessica 
band , playe1:1 by Edward Herr- Tate in the television series 
mann , and het mother, played "Soap . "  Currently , she is playing 
by Katherine Helmond , catch up Mona in the comedy series 
with her. 
· 
"Who's The Boss . "  
.-- - -- -- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -- - �  i TWO LARGE ·  i 
i . PIZZftS & I I - � �  � Qt�of · 68KE • 
I · I 
I I 
z • 
� $ 1 1  � 64 plus tax § B o 
I ·Z 
I I 
='c,,,; 10 C�ch Eddy'i S�1 S.'l!'' _ ju11 N. cf Old )lain )lar;,1!\.ln o(( l..'.:-.ccln 
Good through 12113 
01ris�ian. 
T>c-ok�, 
Served with 
lettuce, Tomato, 
Sprouts, Pickle, 
& Chips 
Your choice of bread 
w/a 
Small Drink 
$2.49 
14 43 7th 5 t rc"t­
Cliarlcslort , lL 1>1;:0 
.34 6 - 5 1 4 1  
'j a.m. l o  �m. 
:Monda.!J-Satud.::.l:J 
ower, decides to get even by 
'ng her into believing she's 
wife and the mother of , his 
roughhousing children . 
tayton falls in love with a way 
life · she never would have 
ted a part of had she not suf­
d amnesia . 
I Jerry's Pizza I 
I . & · . ! · .Musl:c $ 8ifrs 
There's comedy and confu­
galore when Stayton takes 
1 Pub i 
. I 
I .:-.. ;.; . ..: . .  i .-:o_=·:::: : �·.:• · 345-2844 .:- .. ;.; .: . .  : -.".'.-=} :. -: : �·.:• , I  1 1� I�. • � -.·: ,, . . . , · 4th & Linco ln  - � .. : ·� " ' · . 1 · . L-----------------------·-' . 
Th M f D I S .  Ph. � � � • • • • • • • � � � • • • • • • • ·• • • • • � �� e en o e ta 1gma . 1  ·  ·-=--•  · · @
Would Like to � -=•--- � 
Congratulate � The One and Only' � 
The New Actives _! Secret Santa Headq_ uarters .- : Of Fall '87 � 
reg Ball 
Bob Benson 
Jeff Brick 
Steve Brockner 
John Donham 
Martin David 
Marty Ford 
Ernie Grossman 
Stuart Grove 
Tom Haman 
Lee Harris 
Frank Jablonski 
Tom Karr 
Matt Lane 
Todd Leschuck 
Dan Little 
John· McDermott 
Stacey Merritt 
. Tony Mertie 
Dan Meshenky 
James Minnec 
Paul Ruane . 
Mark Simpson . 
Mike Strug3:la 
.............................................................. 
FRIDAY, D_ECEMBER·l l ,  1 987· 
: We have all your Christmas Needs i 
. : . �OOIECCJS. W©UJfil I1Il�"IT MirITOO . .  ®UJJIB� : 
� '1 Balloons @ 
: '1 Stocking Stuff ers . : 
� ,�: '1 Vast Assortments @ 
� � of Christmas Candy @ : : • 1�� � �::i;ir::: Cards ! 
' I · :  · . � · Boxed and Single llappy : 
� MUCH. MORE! llolidays: 
. · � � � � · · � · · · · �� � � � � � · · · � �� � � �  
ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND JJJ . 
·-LORI LESNIAK: I hope Santa is 
as good to you as you are to me. 
Love, John. 
11 
DELTA ZETA'S: Have a great 
Christmas and a wonderful New 
Year! 
Jean : Thanks for all the g09d 
times over the past six weeks. I 
hope there can be many more. 
Merry Christmas. M.G.  P.S.  You 
�Tlt 
Sweetie Pattie:  Hey no. 1 4 , 
you're no. 1 in my book! MERRY 
CHRISTMAS. Love, Bri . 
ERIC MAROSCHER, MERRY 
CHRISTMAS DUDE! Eddie Van 
Halen. 
JOANIE and KAREN-Merry 
Christmas to the best friends a 
person can have. Can't wait until 
next semester! Ei .  
. AMY WEBER-Congratulati· 
ons on early graduation. I'm so 
proud of my mommy! You are , 
the best �r !¥lve . • 
Merry C _. l<appa .• 
love, Ste!IGlnle. . . 
TONY: I HOPE YOU HAVE A 
MERRY CH�STMAS AND A 
HAPPY NEW YEAR! LOVE, 
• . 
DONNA .•. 
LORI C hamberlain Get 
psyched for your first Christmas 
without snow! See Ya on Lido 
BEACHI DARCI. 
ASrs-Good Luck with Finals! 
Study hard and have a very, 
Merry Chn •. s� ! . 
. 
. . 
Melissa, Nicole, Amie-You're 
not only great roommates, but 
great friends too! Thanks & 
Merry Christmas! Love, Chris. 
P .S.  It's pretty cold outside--­
wa tc h o u t  f o r  
THO'S ! ! ! (hee,hee) . 
Robb, I 'm so glad that we're 
' able to spend our 1 st Christmas 
together. Until you,  I never 
wanted . to open my presents 
early and play with the toys. 
Love, Marye. 
Yo CLUB WAMt \ Merry 
Christmas to my Favorite 
Fighting roommates. It's been a 
,,. great semester, broken doors , 
flying papcom bowls, B.C.  's and 
. all .  You guys are still the best! I 
H�T-
SHON-I hope we have as 
much fun this Christmas break 
together as we have the three 
before ! !  I also hope that 1 988 
brings you all the success and 
happiness you deserve! Love & 
yours, Rose. . 
·Scooty! I 'm really going to miss 
you next semester! THANKS for 
always being there for me. I 
LOVE YOU, Suzanne. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND 
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO Jim, Pat, 
Chrystal , and John-from 
Grandma and Grandpa in Texas! 
Piddle, Have a great holiday 
vacation and a fantastic last 
semester. Thanks for some 
great memories and keep in 
touch . Joan. 
KEVIN ,  I'm so excited for our 
first Christmas together! Good 
Luck on finals. I LOVE YOU , Bo. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL 
THE TKE'S AND .THE TKE 
LITTLE SISTERS-HAVE A 
GREAT BREAK-WE'LL SEE 
Y O U  N E XT S E M E S T E R ! 
LOVE-THE · TKE LITTLE 
SISTERS. 
TAYLOR HALL COUNCIL: 
YOU'RE THE .BEST! ! THANKS 
FOR THE SUPER JOB YOU'VE 
DONE ALL SEMESTER. GOOD 
LUCK ON EXAMS! LOVE, 
DENEEN & LAURIE. 
Steve B. , John W. , Patrice, 
Debbie, Becky, Carolyn, Erin, 
Kevin C . ,  Sandy C . ,  Steve S. , 
Bev,  Doobie,  Angie ,  & 
Scott-MERRY CHRISTMAS! !  
Love, Chris 
TAYLOR HALL R.A. 'S, DESK 
STAFF & MARSHA: YOU ALL 
ARE SPECIAL & WE AP­
PRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT. 
GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS & 
HAVE A GREAT BREAK! !  LOVE, 
B.D.-Nothing like a reststop DENEEN & LAURIE. 
to refresh you! Want one for • Christmas? Love, Coochums. · Foxy CO><Y.i Thanks for the . • · great colleg� memories. Good Luck next ·semester and always , • keep in touch. Happy Holidays! .. ..  · 
Bonehead. . Gina, NA,NA, I just want you to 
• know that Christmas without you . is like Friday night without a . .- ... � .  _ :�eer._,B�D� for life, SHAWN. �· , - - - - MR. AND MRS. PAT. BIR· - MINGHAM, You guys are . awesome parents! l 'U miss you 
Matt-Hope our  second 
Christmas is as memorable as 
the first. I love you! Kelly. 
Carol Fritsch, I will miss you 
next semester. Take Care and 
Good Luc.k! �:· �: . . . ' 
Barbie, Have an excellent 
Christmas and New Year. I really 
hope we can get together and 
have fun. Love, Royce. 
DAN K, Merry Christmas 
Snookums! I Love You! Let's 
make this one even better than 
last year! Forever yours, Donna. 
Santa's Elves may keep his 
workshop humming, but The 
Front Desk couldn't operate 
without the terrific staff I have. 
Happy Holidays! Betty. 
Lourdes, Crysi , & Teri , Thanks 
for being such great roommates. 
Have a wonderful Christmas 
break. Love, Pam. 
C h r i s t i a n  C a m p u s  
Fellowshipers: Thanks For a 
great semester. Good Luck on 
Finals and Merry CHRISTmas To 
all .  
•• • - . 
TREMM, YOU'RE A GREAT 
FRIEND, MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
Brian Bon Jovi 
next semester Theresa! Have a 
great Christmas! Love ya, your 
kid Wendy. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS to all my 
festive friends on Lawson 4 ! 
Especially my great roomie 
Jeanne! Love, Lori. 
SUSAN MOWRY: Christmas 
won't be as merry without you, 
but next semester will be the 
best! I miss you! Love, Nette. 
. No, JOE PAMIDA is not 
dead! ! !  He lives in the hearts of 
all who delightin a practical joke. 
He also wishes Gavin ,  Eli , & EIU 
a Merry Christmas. 
PATTY ANN-THANKS FOR A 
WONDERFUL SEMESTER. I 
LOVE YOU-SHEP. 
MARYE, I 'm looking forward to 
opening my "Christmas Present" 
this year! Let's hit those Vermont 
slopes with style! Robb. 
• 
TO ALL THE MEN OF DELTA 
CHI-WE WISH YOU A MERRY 
CHRISTMAS AND HAVE FUN 
OVER BREAK-LOVE, THE 
DELTA CHI LITTLE SISTERS. 
Lionel, Thanks for becoming a 
part of my life. I'll miss you over 
vacation. Love, Felicia. 
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MICHELE OSESEK: I HOPE 
Y O U  H AV E  A G R E AT 
CHRISTMAS BREAK-DON'T 
FORGET THE HAWKS GAME. 
JEFF. 
. 
BRENT KRUKEWITT- WE 
HAIL THEE THY PRINCE OF 
DARKNESS. NOW SUFFER 
GEEBOYI !  X-BROS. 
LORRAYNE, HAVE A VERY 
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND I'll 
SEE YOU OVER BREAK! LOVE, 
DOUG. 
¥ 
JOHN MORAN: Want to 
celebrate Christmas early in Champaign tonight? I LOVE 
YOU! Love-Santa? 
• 
JOHN GARNER, I will miss 
you, I hope you keep in touch. 
Have a nice Christmas. The 
EDGE. 
Jennifer Fox: Thank You for 
making the time that we've spent 
together the best ever. Don't 
worry. things will stay the same 
when �tift .mft:i ·Love You, 
RiCk. P:s. Telft:rea and Ao 1 said 
. Hello . R.�S� ... Qll;vYa, Merry 
Christmas •. · .  • • . ' . . . .. "' . ' 
C H R I S  " R O A C H "  
ROWETON- Would You Have 
Gone? Merry X-Mas Gee Boy! 
What is Gar? X-Bros. 
Schleprock, Here's to our 
second Christmas together. 
Colorado is just around the 
comer and I can't wait. I Love 
You-Buff. P.S. Happy Birthday, . 
too. 
•• 
JaJuan , The one that stole my 
heart . .Wishing you a Merry X­
Mas and in hopes that together 
we'll have a happy new year. 
Shantell. 
MARY-MARGARET Merry 
Christmas to a very special 
person. I am going to miss you a 
lot. LOVE, TIM .  
L ISA BUEH N E ,  MERRY 
CHRISTMAS ! !  Good luck on 
finals! Have a great break and 
we'll DEFINITELY go out when 
we get back. Thanks for 
breakfast. Love, Sue. 
• 
HO-HO-HO and mistletoe 
Vinnie! Merry Christmas. Love 
Janet. 
• . -
THERE ONCE WAS A BOY 
NAMED SCHMENDRICK WHO 
CAUGHT THE DISEAS E .  
MERRY X-MAS. LOVE, BECKY. 
ays 
MERRY CHRISTMAS to the 
Beta Epsilon Epsilon Rho crew! ! !  
CHEERS! Love, Lori "Drink and 
be Merry !"  
Bryan, Keep a smile showing! 
It's Christmas! I 'm glad we can 
spend a second one together! 
Love, Your Baby. 
• , 
ASA'S: HAVE A MERRY 
CHRISTMAS - AND A HAPPY 
NEW YEARI ALPHA LOVE AND 
MINE, RENEE. 
Kim Ruhl (my little Ted) ,  
Thanks ·tor making me smile by 
being you. I'm going to miss you! 
Love, Me. 
Dana-Merry Christmas to a 
wonderful mom! I love you! 
Leslie. 
F e l i c e  & A n n - M e r r y  
Christmas to th e  two best A­
Moms Ever! LOVE YOU Both, 
Leslie. 
• 
ENJOY YOUR X-MAS BREAK 
AND ENCORPORATE ALL OF 
MY RECREATION WORDS OF . 
WISDOM BUT STOP READING 
THIS IN CLAss-HIGS. 
MIKE SCHUBERT: Have a 
very Merry Christmas and a 
great break! t..,ove, your AST 
. "girts". 
PERRY DABLE: Hope you 
have a very Merry Christmas. I'l l 
m iss you lots! Love, Jill . 
LBl l ,  Car, Alis' , PF, PH, Have a 
great holiday! I love you guys 
and I 'll see you over break. PB. 
Pete, Have a great Christmas! 
I'll be thinking about you over 
break. LOVE ALWAYS Tina. 
STUDD MUFFIN-I'm 
excited about tonight. i: 
will be OUR Christmas. 
said I will really always be 
Look for' the Star. I Lo 
more than you know! S 
To all Taylor Hall Deak 
fers, R.A. 's, Deneen, I 
May you & yours have 1 
Merry X-Mas & a Happy 
Year. You're the bestl 
•• . . .. .  
- Llttle Bigmouth : 
Christmas 'to the best 
dead blob, and little girt 
Maybe Santa win give ua 
\'fJ 
Jim, ·Good lUCll on 
finals . .  ,can't wait to talk! Lw 
Tina. 
Becky B. Have a great 
Las Vegas. Sorry about 
night. L.S.H .  
TIM PLAUCK: The laat 
months with you have 
best and I know there 
many morel Can't wait to 
Christmastime with you! 
Mary-Margaret. 
.11 
Mickey-Swhow babel 
forget about our date . 
have a Merry Christmas. 
Ya! Minnie. 
B.  • 
AHA:. Leaving Moans! 
be around Every 
Merry Christn:ias to all of 
Bluto. 
· V  
PATTI LUBER : Good Luck on 
Finals. 1· hope you have a Great 
Christmas break, Love your Phi B. 
Sig Mom, Sue P.S. Thanks for 
the stuffed sock . 
Happy Holidays at begin­
ning-Leslie- Leohr, Anne-Marie 
Schneider .  Kate Conour,  
Michelle Nichols and Michele 
Hunsicker. Friends . 
Merry X-Mas to the 
GINA KNOKE, I hope you have Henry, HiU's, Williams, 
a super X-Mas! LOVE, YOUR and all my friends. 
SECRET SANTA. JeSsica. 
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Triad Food Service workers (left to right) 
ffman, Ginney Connel ly, John Herbert, 
acaris and Susan Wilson serve dinner to a 
· ent Thursday night. Student workers wil l  
CARL HOBBS I Staff photographer 
have to balanc� finals preparation and their jobs 
because residence hal l food services cannot close 
during finals. 
1 Friday's Band 75 1 6  oz. Old 1 
•"IVORY GRAND" ¢. S'11le & Strohs I I . 'T1 I 
I I 2: Exciting Rock with . $ 1 oo 1 6  oz. Bud lo 
als don't stop food service �1 songs by Motley or Busch 1 c  =>I Crue, Bon Jo vi, 1 � 0: Scorpions, · $ 1 25 Rum & Coke : z 
g at food service and 
g for finals can be done . 
t workers at Triad Food 
generally agree that 
during finals week 
few problems for them. 
junior Sonya Hoff­
r senior Jill Hurst mind 
during exam week. 
used to working every-
don't, I get bored, "  Hoff­
d .  
said that her work 
doesn't present any 
with her exams. 
Janet Hill also has no 
ts about the system .  
is easy to find subs 
te workers) , "  Hill said . 
y always schedule away 
als ."  
heduling) always seems 
itself out," she said . 
r Bill Amedeo said , 
"Most of the times I work are 
after finals ."  He added that he 
doesn't have any problems "as 
long as I have time to study."  
Junior Kim Randall summed 
up the problem by saying, "I 
would probably spend the time 
watching soap operas anyway."  
However, not all workers are · 
as content with the situation ; a 
dissenting view was brought 
forth by Stevenson Tower food 
service worker Terry Ryan . "(It is 
a problem) because there is a big 
note saying if you do not show 
up during finals week you will 
not have a job next semester . "  
H e  said that h e  had to work 
Tuesday night and again 
Wednesday morning and that he 
. did not know what time would 
be left for studying. 
Ryan said he thought the 
hours should be on a volunteer 
basis . 
"I think school is more Impor­
tant than my food service job,"  
Ryan said . 
Triad Food Service Supervisor 
Mary Alice Walker said that she 
has had scheduling woblems all 
semester, but during finals week 
"we have to redo a lot of the 
scheduling ."  
Walker also said that in  addi­
tion to juggling workers' 
schedules around final examina­
tions, the time prior to Christmas 
break is very busy because 
"bookwork and inventories have 
to be done ."  
Walker said a suggested plan 
to consolidate the residence hall 
food services would not be possi­
ble because "they couldn't find a 
dorftlrto._:AAld -all of the people ."  . 
Wall<er safd 'although she does 
not have any ideas on how to 
Improve the situation , she would 
not resist a change . 
1 Dokken, zz Top, Screwdriver 1 
1 Judas Priest, Etc. . Fuzzy Na vel 1 I I 
I G . 8 � 1 et m - 1  O w/coupon for FREE 1 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
r. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
, saturday's Band 75¢ 1 6  oz. Old . I ''DIONYSOS'' Style & Strohs 1 I · I I Rock & Roll From Decatur 1 6  B d 1 I Friends of "CLOCKWORK $ 1 00 OZ. U I 
1 0RANGE" & referred by or Busch f> �I "CLOCKWORK ORANGE" � a.1 Songs by: Van Halen $ 1 25 Rum & Coke 51 , Bon Jovi, ZZ Top, . Screwdriver I 01 Cheap Trick, Ratt, � Al l I ACIDC . Def Lenn6�#�� rUZ,.ZM, 1c."�y..e_ .. � I . . ... """'�r::.,,:�· "!ff.' 
1 Sammji' Hagar, etc. · · ·· 
· 
1 
I 
1 Get i n  8- 1 O w/coupon for FREE 1 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - �  
gear Up ���� ��-���-��..-.......���-������ 
down for f . .PANTRER�D1SfRlBUtlNG : 
give Eastern students a 
from cramming for their 
next week, at least one 
will provide a "Finals 
ecial . "  
Ward, the owner of 
ne Tavern , said that the 
will be providing com-
tary beer in cooperation 
ler Brewing Co. from 10-. each night during finals 
Ward said that the com­
tary beer is a way to "say 
for a great semester . "  
Bauer, manager of The 
er and Celler , said that 
increases at the bar dur­
als week because people 
o return to the area for the 
and come there after 
dents leave for their 
as break . He also said 
ides their regular specials 
enstage on Thursday, 
has no special plans for 
k. 
the other hand , Marty's 
other's · manager, Dave 
d, said that business 
down for them during 
week. Although the two 
n't offer any specific finals 
specials , they will continue 
or their normal weekly 
he said. 
I Wishes You · 
I f 
f f & 
f f f 
f 
I 
A MERR Y CHRISTMA·S 
� 
� 
� 
� 
w . � • . Love, Your Miller Crew � ·����-��-��-���-��-�� w • • • • �:'1 :'1 :� �� :'1 ...,:� �:'1 :'1 :'1 =� '!'l :'1�:'1 � �� '¥9f:"'1 
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\ 
n tructors also battle exams 
By MIKE STEINER 
Staff writer 
Students are not the only ones 
running out o}time with final ex­
ams just ru, o days away . 
Instructors feel as much or 
•nore pressure in preparing and 
grading exams . 
"It's part of the job ," said 
chemistry professor David 
Buchanan . "It's a busy time , but 
we (teachers) know it's coming 
and have to live with it . "  
Buchanan said although some 
of his exams are prepared in a 
few hours , others may take 
.onger because he adds test 
'l aterial bit by bit . 
"I try to make the finals up to 
date , "  he said . "I couldn't use 
some of the questions I have in 
the past because the principles· 
no longer apply . "  
The pressure that instructors 
feel has a lot to do with the type 
of exams they decide to give . Jo 
Ellen Jacobs, a philosphy pro­
fessor , says she has a great deal 
of work to do around final exam 
time because she gives essay ex­
ams . 
Jacobs says to help her save 
time she starts preparing her 
tests a couple of weeks- before 
finals . She normally writes a 
great deal of comments on tests 
she returns to students, but 
neglects doing this on . the final 
because time doesn't allow . 
University policy states that 
during finals week, instrµctors 
must have exams graded within 
24 hours of the time the exam is 
given . 
For instructors that have been 
teaching for guite some time , 
preparing finals may become 
easier because they have 
previous exa�s to use in 
developing test questions . "For­
beginning teachers, it _ is - a 
chore , "  says associate professor 
of history Robert Sterling . 
Sterling said that some tex­
tbook . p ublishers . provide 
manuals with - their _ books that 
could be used to design objective 
test questions.  "But · since the 
bulk of - my final exams are 
essay , "  he said , "I use this· 
material for . quizzes during the 
semester . "  
Jacobs said she tries to keep 
her students learning all the time 
and this fact is reflected on her 
finals . "The final partially should 
be a way of teaching, not just 
analysis , "  she said . 
However, the three instructors 
all agreed that the busiest time is -
that devoted to grading the ex­
ams. 
Sterling said he starts grading 
as soon as the first person is 
done with the test. "I have to 
- grade 160 mainly essay-type 
tests . That's a lot of reading , "  he 
said . 
of _the weekend 
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HOME SANTA VISITS 
DEC. 1 6, 1 7, 18 ,  21 ,22 
_, 
6:00-8:30 P.M. 
345-1357 
CALL BE1WEEN 6 & 8 P.M. 
FOR AV AILABl:E TIMES 
VISITS ARE FREE 
(DONATIONS ACCEPTED) 
· · · · · · · · · · · � -
: -PIZZA TO GO, : 
: JUST $5. 9-5. : 
I Now at M�nical ' s ,  get a Large I· 
I Thin or T_hick Crust Sausage Pizza I 
I to go for j ust 5 .95 plus tax . I 
I Offer_ good on Carr'y-Out 1· 
I 7 days a week 1 at pa�t ic ipat ing stores. 
I I 
I I 
I Also available with a I 
I 2-Liter Bottle of Pepsi I 
I _for just $6. 50. I 
_1 Expires Dec. 17,  1987 I Present this coupon when picking up order. _ 
I I 
I Charleston 348-7SIS I 
I I 
I ,I 
I FREE DELIVERY after 5 p.m . .  • oE I· 
- 11111 •. • • • • •.• • • •  1111 . 
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FRI/SAT NITE 5:00 ONLY 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :1 0•3:1 0 
SUN TO THURS. NITE 5:00 ONLY 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:1 0 AND 9:1 0 
SUN TO THURS. NITE 7:1 0 ONLY 
A TRI-STAR RELEASE 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:1 5 AND 9:1 5 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2::1 5 PM 
SUN TO THURS. NITE 7:1 5 
FATAL 
A1TRACl'IO 
A terrifying 
love story. 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45•7:00•9:2S 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 2:00 PM 
SUN TO THURS. NITE 4:45•7. 
STEVE MARTIN JOHN CANDY 
PLANES.TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES 
What he really wanted was 
to spend Thanksgiving with his 
PARAMOUNT P1CTUIES PRESENTS 
A JOHN HUGHES flM 
PW6 TRANS Al'f> AlJlOMOlll£S 
--"" llA l\E'l'BORN � - MIOtAO.  OHlf .. NEl. IWlU 
____ .., jOtf'j ttJQf.S A PAllAMOl..NT PICTW 
. �--- IRI � 111·�--IDMlll' =.�� -•'ftl'll::'". ==� 
FRI/SAT · NITE · 5:1 0•7:1 5•9:20 SAT/SUN 
1 :00•3:00 
SUN TO THURS. NITE 5:1 0•7:1 5 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11 ,  
ry King Live 
ovie:  "I Dream of 
ie: Fifteen Years Later. "  
y Three Sons 
ovie: "Yeti . "  Abomin­
snow job . 
8:30-p.m. 
suit of Happiness 
onna Reed 
ew Country 
9:00 p.m. 
-Private Eye 
alcon Crest 
2020 
ews 
traight Talk 
ews: Walker/Hart 
Auto Racing 
owan & Martin 's 
-in 
rook and C hase · 
9:20 p.m. 
ogan's Heros 
9:30 p.m. 
NN News 
onkees 
Vipeo Country 
9:50 p.m. 
ight Tracks Power Play 
1 0:00 p.m. 
, 7 , 2 5 , 2 7-News 
effersons 
octor Who 
Tales from the Darkside 
-Sign Off . 
Remington Steele 
Moneyl ine 
-Truck and Tractor 
ng 
-Ann Sothern 
You Can Be A Star 
-Night Flight 
1 0:30 p.m. 
7-Tonight 
5-MASH 
25-Friday the 1 3th 
26-Nightline 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Nashville Now 
1 0:35. p.m. 
7-Fighting I l l ini 
1 0:45 p.m. 
7-Win , Lose, or Draw 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Star Trek 
26-PTL Club 
CBN-Bums and Allen 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
ESPN-Wrestting 
LIF-Dr. Ruth 
USA-Night Flight 
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
7 -Friday the 1 3th 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 , 27-Late N ight with David 
Letterman 
1 a-Movie: "Capone. "  
25-Star Trek: The Next 
Generation 
CBN-Best of Groucho 
NIK-Car54 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
7-Superior Court 
Midnight 
3-Barnaby Jones 
26-NOAA Weather Service 
CBN-Jack Benny 
CNN-Crossfire 
ESPN-Speedweek 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-New Country' 
USA-Movie: ''Bluebird . "  
SATURDAY 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Hee Haw 
3 , 27-News 
7-Gimme A Break 
1 0-lt's A Living 
1 2-Lawrence Welk 
· 25-star Trek: The Next 
Generation 
26-Hope for the World's 
Children 
CBN-Campbells 
CNN-Crossfire 
LIF-sneak Previews 
NIK-Star Trek 
TNN-country Kitchen 
USA-New Mike Hammer 
WEIU-Europe . 
8:30 p.m. 
3-9 to 5 
7-Three's Company 
1 a-Mama's Family 
27-Wheel of Fortune 
CBN-Butterfty Island 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-college Basketball 
LIF-Movie: "Sketches of a 
Strangler. " A portrait of a 
psychotic artist who murders 
his female subjects. 
NIK-Inspector Gadget 
TNN-This week in Country 
Music -
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Facts of Life 
3-Peanuts: "A Charlie Brown 
Christmas ."  
7-Lffequest 
1 0-Movie:  "The Fortune. "  
Jack Nicholson and Warren 
Beatty as 1 920's gritters out to 
fleece an heiress. 
1 2-Wonderworks 
2 5-Movie :  "Mrs. Delafield 
Wants to Marry . "  About a 
wealthy,  WASP widow widow 
who shocks her family by fall in 
in love a Jewish Doctor. 
26-CLIO Awards 
CBN-Movie: "Well of Love . "  
C NN-News 
N IK-Rowan & Martin's Laugh­
in 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
Backstage 
USA-Movie:  "Mako: The Jaws 
of Death . "  
WEIU-Soine Call . t  Jazz 
7:05 p.m. 
30-Movie:  "The Savag e . "  
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-2 2 7  
3-How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
· 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Golden Girls 
3-College Basketball 
7-Sable 
1 2-The Nutcracker 
26-College Basketball 
CNN-showbiz Week 
NIK-My Three Sons 
TNN-Tommy Hunter 
fRIDAY, DECtMBER 11 ;  1 987 
WEIU-Best Sellers 
8:30 p.m. 
2 , 27-Amen 
CBN-Catch the Spi(it 
CNN-This week in Japan 
ESPN-college Basketball 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
NIK-Donna Reed 
9:00 p.m. 
2 , 27-J.J.  Starbuck 
7 , 26-Hotel 
1 0-West 57th 
CBN-Paper Chase 
CNN-News 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
WElU-Bergerac 
9:05 p.m. 
30-Cousteau/ Amazon 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-News 
_ 1 2-King's Christmas 
UF-Our Group 
TNN-Countryclips 
USA-Ray Bradbury Theater 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 7 , 2 5 ,27-News 
1 0-INN News 
1 2-Fresh Fields 
26-Movie: "Trenchcoat ."  
CBN-John Ankerberg 
CNN-Pinnacle 
LIF-Lady Blue 
NIK-Mad Movies with the L.A.  
Connection 
USA-Movie: "The Red 
House ."  A farmer's long-held 
secret concerning his adopted 
daughter comes to light. 
WEIU-Sign Off 
1 0:05 p.m. 
30-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 2 7-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movre: "The Big Sleep. "  
1 a-Movie: "The Boat." 
25-Movie: "Brewster's 
Millions. "  
• 
CBN-Zola Levitt 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-This week in Country 
Music 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-Wrestling 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
CBN-Young and Slim Again 
CNN-News 
ESPN-Golf 
LIF-To be announced . 
NIK-Movie :  "Born to be Bad ."  
Scheming woman stops at 
nothing to attain social position . 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
Backstage 
1 1;05 p.m. 
30-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
CBN-children in  Crisis 
CNN-Evans and Novak 
UF-World Tomorrow 
TNN-Gran Ole Opry Live 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
7-Entertainment This Week 
SUNDAY 
5:30 
2 , 2 7-News 
7 -She s the Sheriff 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 
2 6-0ut of this World 
30-New Leave it to Beaver 
CNN-Inside Business 
LIF-Elderly Hypertensives 
N IK-Rowan & Martin 's 
Laugh-in 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Smurfs 
3 , 2 5-60 M inutes 
7 , 2 6-Disney Movie 
1 2-Austin C ity Limits 
30-Movie: "The Fastest Gun 
Alive. 
\\ 
AC ROSS 
1 Cont a iner 
/ 
5 Coll ie r ' s  cooler 
8 U n i t  in physics 
1 2  P rovides 
14 G ood reviews 
16 Excites 
curiosi t y  
1 7  Cardinal  
fea t u re 
1 8  Oei l lade 
19 Memo 
20 Morgan, e.g. 
21 Owing 
22 C a l m  
24 Cicatrix 
25 L a m b  product 
2 7  Tendency 
29 Vital  sta t i s t i c  
30 Northern - · 
(apples) 
32 R ussian coins 
34 M anner or 
m ode 
36 Atol l  material  
37 Al lot men t 
38 Drawing room 
39 Capital  of 
medieval 
Armenia 
40 Thornton -
Wilder 
42 Hotelkeepe r  
R it z  
. 4 6  Springsteen, to  
some 
48 Lesser A n t i l les 
Indians 
50 B l ue Eagle 
init ials  "' 
5 1  Funny fellow 
from N . C .  
53 - en scene 
54 V iewed 
55 One of the 
Ne re ids 
56 Dev ice for 
dete r m i n ing a 
vessel 's  speed 
58 Idem 
59 Forever 
WEIU:-Dick Powell Theatre 
CBN-Crossbow 
C NN-News 
ESPN�FL Primetime 
LIF-AMA Video Clinic 
NIK-Mad Movies with the 
L .A.  Connection 
USA-Riptide 
6:1 0 p.m. 
CNN-One o.n One 
6:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-A Mouse, a mystery 
and Me 
CBN-Last Frontier 
C NN-Sports 
N IK-Smothers Brothers 
TNN-lnside Winston Cup 
7 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Family Ties 
3 , 2 5-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
WEIU-Blake's 7 
· CBN-Paper C hase 
C NN-News 
ESPN-NFL Football 
LIF.,-Physicians' Journal 
U pdate 
N IK-Rowan & Martin's 
Laugh- In · 
TNN-Motoworld 
USA-New M ike Hammer 
7:30 p.m. 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-Hidden Heroes 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Movie: "The Father 
Clements Story . "  
3 , 2 5-Movie: "Foxfire . "  
7 , 26-Dolly 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
30-National Geographic 
Explorer 
CBN-ln Teuch 
CNN-Week I n  Review 
60 Cal iologist ' s  
concern 
6 1  Ge rman 
a rticle 
62 Gaelic 
DOWN 
· l Thinga maj ig 
2 Agave fibers 
3 Von -, 
German count 
4 Ferl inghet t i  
novel 
1 0  Type of bridge 
bid 
1 1  Com muniques 
1 2  Type of 
sem iconductor 
13 State bird of 
Hawai i  
1 5  Met ric units  
22 Suct ion 
device : Var.  
2 3  Register 
26 W ine a rea of 
I t a l y  
36 S m a l l  box for 
tea , etc.  
3 7  Like ros t r u m s  
38 Arrange i n  
numerical  
order 
4 1  Played the 
s i ren 
43 Tack le-box 
i tems 
44 Tiny open 
spac� 
45 Tall and 
5 M ixed 
6 G ifts to the 
varsity 
28 La rge red hogs 
31 G reek a rchi·  
slender 
47 B a l t ic peop l e  
49 Stube offe ri ng 
52 A pol l u t a n t  7 Ancient 
ascetic 
8 Coy 
· tecture s t yle 
33 Cause of 
9 R oots used in 
poi 
dist ress 
34 Ch inese 
lartguage 
35 B leach 
LIF-Cardiology U pdate 
N I K-My Three Sons 
TNN-Wish You Were Here 
USA:....Cover Story 
8:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-Star Search 
8:30 p.m. 
LIF-lnternal Medicine Update 
NIK-Donna Reed 
TNN-Performance Plus 
USA-Hol lywood Insider 
9:00 p.m. 
7 , 26-Buck James 
1 2-Masterpiece Theater 
C BN-changed Lives 
CNN-News 
LI F-Obstetrics/Gynecology 
U pdate 
N I K-I Spy 
TNN-Motoworld 
USA-Robert Klefn 
9:1 5 p:m. � 
1 0-News 
9:30 p.m. 
C BN-Rock Alive 
LIF-Milestones in  Medicine 
TNN-America's Horse 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 7 , 25 , 2 7-News 
1 0-Tales from the Darkside 
26-Hawaii Five-0 
30-Sports Page 
C N N-Inside Business 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
LIF-Orthopaedic Surgery 
U pdate 
NIK-Smothers Brothers 
TNN-Rodeo 
USA-Love Your Skin 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-National Geographic 
3-Star Trek 
54 R eference 
m a rk 
57 Santa Fe-to­
Taos d i r. 
1 0-Lou Grant 
1 2-Avengers 
25-Star Search 
2 7-Movie: "White C hrist­
mas . "  
CBN-Ed Young 
C NN-Sports 
LIF-lnternal Medicine Update 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-Celebrity Outdoors 
USA-Weight Loss Made 
Easy 
· 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7 -Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
26-Solid Gold in Concert 
C NN-World Report 
ESPN-NFL Primetime 
LIF-Hypertension in Black 
America 
N IK-Stock Market Video 
TNN-American Sports 
Cavalcade 
USA-Go For Your Dreams:  
Cash Flow 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2:-Weekend with Crook and 
C hase 
3-Nite Cap 
1 0-Movie: "The Naked 
City . "  
1 2-lllinois Press 
2 5-Marblehead Manor 
30-World Tomorrow 
CBN-John Osteen 
LIF-Living with Angina 
N IK-Keys to Success 
1 '1 :35 p.m. 
7-Movie: "Fast Charlie . . .  
The Moonbeam Rider . " An 
offbeat story of a World War I 
deserter who enters a cross­
country motorcycle race. 
A/11.1,M "/)�",.,Miff '11t • ../.ok. 
111 y sef>""'"'J $4 o•h ! ? ! 
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Exams welcomed for last time 
By Bill DENNIS winter-just open a window and 
Staff writer turn on a fan (although this does 
Most people remember their tend to blow away all your 
"first-time" experiences-a first notes) · You will find it hard to 
love , a first car , a first experience manage in summer. Try study-
the event which is held for the 
benefit of relatives rather than 
the graduates themselves. 
with mind-altering substances. ing in a meat locker . 
, 
These events are often roman- . Avoid the library like the 
ticized ,  even though your first plague . There are far ·too many 
love dumped you ·for a football distractions , like books . I went 
player , your first car was a piece there once to study for a con­
of junk, and your first experience _ stitutional law test and found 
with mind-altering substances myself reading three-year-old 
made you sick for more than a issues of National Geogaphic in-
For me , the real thrill happens 
when I finish the exam , hand it 
to my professor and leave cam­
pus to start life in the real world . 
week. stead . 
In all seriousness, except for a 
grin that will not leave for a 
week, I am sure I will give the 
appearence of calmness. But in­
side , I will be mass of conflicting 
emotions-relief, pride , and 
perhaps a little fear . 
This is unfortunate. Many of It's best to avoid all possible 
our "last-time" experiences are distractions. Stay at home, tune 
also fond memories . Remember your radio to the most horrible 
your last day of employment at music you can find, lock yourself 
the summer job you hated? in a closet with a flashlight and 
Remember the feeling of relief as start studying. 
I imagine most of my fellow 
graduates will feel the same way. 
But because this event has been 
delayed for so long in my case , I 
think it will be even sweeter. · 
you walked through the door for It beats work. 
the last time? In many ways, finishing that 
I am now anxiously awaiting a last fin�! exam will surpass any 
"last time" experience . It will eup,horia I expect from this Sun­
happen between 10 a . m ,  and day s fall graduation exercises. 
noon on Friday in Coleman Hall - One reason is the university 
Just think, after this last one, 
no more finals, no more study­
ing, no more college-just the 
Real World , with real respon­
s i b i l i t i e s ,  · r e l a t i o n s h i p s , 
deadlines, mortgage payments . .  
Room 205 . The event? It will be holds the ceremony before the You know, I've heard there is 
the last final exam I will take in start of final exams, clearly a lot to be said about graduate 
my entire life . dampening the meaning behind school. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -
-
In the years I have spent in 1 • • • COUPO-N • • • • • • • • • • • · 
college , I have developed a sort I I Li  Df'\M�•s Dl77La l1 
of love/hate relationship with I ....-. "vrq, r � I 
final exams. I love them because I 6 3 6  W L' I I 
of what , they represent- the z · inco n FREE DELIVERY • 
chance for a someone over 2 1  t $1 00 off 1 1 1 6 oz . Pepsi 8 
years old , like me,  to avoid the ::> • with delivery of c 
real world by staying in college . I 3 Medium . Large ' small or .medium pizza (3 
hate them because finals week is W o r X- Large Pizza 2 1 1 6 oz . Pepsi's z 
th e onl y t ime I stu dy I �imit  one per pizza with larg� or x- large Guido i 
seriously- like a real student is ': · 345-1 345 I 
supposed to . 1 OPEN AT 1 1  AM EVERYDAY AND 4 PM ON SUNDAY I . . 
But you must understand , my - -�� - - --�- ·COUPON i••. 
case IS a fittfo atffl!rl!nt fhan most . ' -- ---
People are supposed to graduate Good Luck 
after four years in college . 
However be�use of setbacks, 
.. To Our many peopl • take a n  extra ;:t:!�;. or .two to finally Departing Seniors 
I ,  on the other hand, prefer to 
chart my own course instead of 
following in the footsteps of Rhonda Cavanaugh others. For me, next Friday's 
final exam will end a college car-
v ,,.,·s Ma 'Shall reer that lasted six and one half f\ I , I , 
years . 
No, it's not because of grades, 
although a poor first year played 
a part in my lengthened col­
legiate career. As I am forever 
tired of explaining, I went to a 
junior college on a part-time 
basis - for four years , where , in­
cidentally , I changed my major 
three times . 
Besides , it beat working . 
Think of this-in six and a half 
years , including three summer 
school sessions,  I have endured 
16 semesters in college . That 
comes to 16 final exam weeks 
compared to eight or nine such 
biannual excursions to purgatory 
normal students have to endure . 
But there are advantages to 
being a professional student . 
One is that you learn all the tricks 
of the trade ,  such as the exact 
amount of caffeine one can take 
before the increased blood 
pressure blows your eyeballs 
across the room. 
Another trick, which I learned 
only recently, . is that you are 
never to study in a warm at­
mosphere . Cold not . only 
stimulates the brain , it will keep 
you up through late-night cram­
ming . Room temperatures you 
would normally consider quite 
comfortable are far too warm 
and will put you to sleep quicker 
than an evening of C-SPAN . 
Battling sleep is far . easier in 
Michelle Adams 
Ann Spoden 
Sharon Datlovsky 
Thanks for all you 've done! 
. Love, Your Phi 
BEACH PARTY 
Top of Roe's 
-Sat. ,  Dec. 1 2  
(Sponsored by M iller) 
$4 Pre-Sale Tickets 
$5 At the Door 
Prizes Will Be Given Away ! !  
\A\\\et Boom 411118 · 
'-'o"\s Box 4 slu lfata l'f s And Many More ! 
For Pre-Sale Tickets 
Call DAN 345-34 1 0  
RICH 345- 1 4 1 9  
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SAU PllCIS lfflCllVI 
FllDAY, SAlUIDAY & SUNDAY 
,... SMIRNOFF � 
. VODKA 
CANADIAN 
CLUB 
7SO ML 
CHIVAS 
REGAL 
7SOMl 1 299 .. 500 
....... . 
- J99 Coot � 
SEAGRAM'S 
7 °CROWN 
7SO ML 599 
"--­.. �-, .... ------
··•Ar-
7SO ML 
J49 2 °!_ 1"'-"inllltl 
5!9 
Cost 
RICKALOFF 
VODK A  
7SO ML llKALOFr 
White or Dark 
750 Ml 469 
379 .. -- .!:!� 8 - -==--
· SEBASTIAN I 
White 
Zl'!fandel 
7SO ML 
329 
BLUE NUN 
UllflAUMILCH 
and 
FREIXENET 
WHm SPARKLING 
WINI FIOM SPAIN 
� ­
Rebate 
3 OO .�, 
Fino1 499� 
Cos I �- \'-" 
f.0'-9 
STROH' S & 
STROH L I G HT 
1 5  PACK 
4. 89 
IMPORTED 
G U I N N ESS STOUT 
6 PACK NR's  4 99 
